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PREfACEi 

The objective of the present study is to examine 

Tanzania's foreign policy during President Julius K. 

Nyerere•s period. The study is based on a discussion of 

the foreign policy of Tanzania in a wider context. ln 

historical perspectiVe1 attempts have been made to discuss 

the evolution of Tanzania •s foreign policy and its dete.r:mi

nants. Tanzania's foreign policy options as regards the 

anti-colonial and anti-imperislist forces particularly 

within Africa and at the UN have also been dealt with. 

Efforts have als.o been directed to examine its bilaterat

and multi-lateral relation, and policy of non-ali~nment 

and various antecedent factors to such a policy orien

tation. 

The study hac been divided into five chapters. 

The first chapter dealE Wl.th the evolution of Tanzania •s 

foreign policy where histoi·ical, domestic and external 

conditions as well as the role of .Julius K. Nyerere are 

seen as important factors in shaping the foreign policy 

of Tanzania • 

In the second chapter, emphasis is on Tan~ania •s 

policy towards Africa in which we have dealt its policy 

towards African Unity, relations with orc;anisat ~n of 

African Unity to .A .u.) and the liberation move:ments in 
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Africa. There has also been a discussion on Tan:c.ania •s 

stand on Biafra iesue and war with Uganda in this chapter. 

In the third chapter, a critical analysis of Tanzania •s 

bilateral and multilateral relations has been made where 

we have discussed Tanzania •s attitude towards and relations 

with external world based on independent forei~ policy 

formulat ioos. 

The fourth chapter deals with Tanzania •s policy of 

non-alignment, and its policy towards and role in the UN. 

Here we have sought to diFcuss Tanzania •s non-aligned policy 

in detail and it-s policy stand on various 1ssues at the 

United Nations. 

ln the fifth and the last chapter an overall 

concluding derivation~) of all the chapters has bee'l 

made. 
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Chapter I 

Introduction: Historical Background 
and Evolution of Tanzani-a's 

Foreign Pol icy 



Foreign policy refers to those policies which have 

been foDUulated by a oom.try in the conduct. of its relation 

With other countries of the world. The necessity of having 

a foreign policy lies in the interests and objectives 

which a State pursues in Q)nducting its relations with 

other independent sovereign nations. The aim of a sound 

foreign policy is to maintain friendly and co-operative 

relations with other countries. The task of formulating 

a foreign policy is very complex because of the unevenness 

and multiformity of the world. Besides, there are also 

other difficulties, usually encountered while framing 

the foreign policy like the absence of any clear and 

direct means of controlling the behaviour of other 

countries and the changeproneness of the international 

and national environment with new events of considerable 

importance. Therefore, the formulation of foreign policy 

is not an easy task as it sounds rather lot of caution 

and calculations ha.ve to be made before it is implemented. 

The probl811 of detennining the foreign policies 

of the African States revolves round one fundamental 

factor - their •11ewness • - since most of them snerged 

as sovereign independent nations only in 1960& and later • 

Considering their •newness •, Professor Dennis Austin 

remarked that the study of the foreign policies of the 

African States must be a 'doubtful exercise• since most 
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of them •were born yesterday • •1 Although, the remark 

carries an ext.rsne expression yet it has some truth in it • 

We find the occurrences of many irregular phenomena which 

make it quite difficult to distinguish between the decla-

ratory and operational aspects of the foreign policies of 

newly liberated African countries becauae of the variations 

in their content and style. However, despite the above 

difficulty as pointed out by Dennis Austin, we can not 

altogether reject that the foreign policies of these 

countries can not be studied. 

The environmental factors provide the necessary 

insight and direction to the foreign policy-makers. 

The foreign policy of a country is generally shaped by 

the domestic and international environment. According to 

F .s. Northedge, the foreign policy of any country is the 

product of environmental factors - both internal and 

external to it. 2 Accepting this assumption one can say 

that the fordiyn policies of the African countries have 

also been shaped by their respective internal and external 

environment and the same is true in case of Tanzania • 

since the environmental factors are l~itless, Professor 

1 

2 

Dennis Austil'l, -Ex Africa SeJitper Badem•, .in 
Roger Morgan, ed., The studY of Internat109al 
AffaiOt, London, 1972, P• 167 • 

F .s. Northedge, The Foreicn Policies of the Power,~, 
London, 1968, P• 15. 



Joseph Frankel is of the opinion that • in practice the 

environment is c1rcumscr1bed ••• by the range of interests 

and the limitations of power of every single state •. 3 

In addition to the external environment, Tanzania's 

foreign policy has also been influenced by two important 

domestic factors - first, ideas and commitment of Tanzani~nu_, 

Julius K. Nyerere and second, the impact of colonial rule. 

Thus.the evolution of Tanzania's foreign policies found 

stimulus in three sources, namelys ( 1) Nyerere•s own 

values and philosophical orientation; (2) the objective 

conditions inherited from the colonial rule; and ( 3) exte.rnal 

factors. 4 

Historical Ba9kgroung of Tanzanit 

The United Republic of Tanzania was formed in 

1964 by the Union of the Republic of Tanganyika with the 

Sultanate of zanzibar. During late 19th century and the 

early 20th century the mainland of Tanganyika was under 

the Germans whereas zanzibar was under the British~ After 

the defeat of Germany in the First World War and with 

the formation of the League of ~ations Tanganyika 

3 Joseph Frankel, The Making of Foreign PoliCY, 
London, 1963, P• 3. 

4 K. Mathews and s .s. Munshi, ed., Foreign Policy 
of Tanzania l961-l98ls A Reader, Dar Es Salaam, 
P• 35. 
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became a mandate territory of the League and the British 

were allocated the responsibility of aCPinistration of 

Tanganyika. Under the mandate system there was an early 

development of territorial political consciousness among 

the African civil servants who had been educated 1n English. 

Their practical experience of political unity led them to 

foJ:tn Tanganyika African Association (TAA) in 1929. After 

the Second World War the League of Nat ions was not revived 

and instead the United Nations Organization was established. 

The mandate system was replaced by that of Trusteeship 

System of the United Nations. Here,again, the British 

were conferred with the responsibility to bring political 

consciousness amonc; the people of Tanganyika thus leading 

them to such a position whereby they could govern thEJtlselves. 

However, the British ac)l1ini.stration instead of carryin~ 

out its responsibility tried to integrate Tan~yika into 

its east African Empire. The Asians and European settlers 

were encouraged to take up profitable economic activities • 

The Africans were discriminated as became evident in 

1951 when the land policy of the British evicted about 

3,000 African peasants to make way for the White farmers. 

These policies were protested by TAA which was later 

renamed as Tanganyika African National Union, TANU in 

1954 by Julius K. Nyerere. TANU led the nationalist 

struggle against the British. Consequently Tanganyika 



became independent on 9 December 196l:. 

Zanzibar, on the other hand, was a British protecto

rate since 1890. Under the terms of the 1890 protectorate 

agreement, Britain was supposed to manage only zanzibar's 

foreign affairs while danestic affairs were left to 

Sultan •s Government. zanzibar •s protectorate status was 

changed in 1913 when the responsibility for the protectorate 

was transferred from British Foreign Office to the colonial 

office. Compared to Tan~anyika •s political unity in the 

post-war periods, zanzibar politics mostly consisted of 

recurrent ethnic and racial confrontations. The British 

responded to this confusion by seeking to channel thi.D 

burst of political activism into electoral competitions 

thereby providing an orderly transition to zanzibar's 

independence under a popular government representing the 

Sultan. Evidently, the British arran9ed for Zanzibar to 

receive internal self-governmEnt in June 1963 and finally 

independence was granted on Decembel 10, 1963. 

Role of Julius I<. Nyjgere .in ShAPWo · 
An ;tngependent Foreic,n Policy pf TanzMiA 

Tanzania was formed in 1964 as a result of the 

merger of Tanganyika and zanzibar. Tanganyika attained 

its independence on lO December 1961. During the struggle 

for independence Nyerere erner~ed as an undisputed leader. 
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Since early 1960 •s or even before that Nyerere played an 

important role in Tanganyika African National Union {TltNU) 

where he served as the President since its fomding in 

1954. He also served as Prime Minister when Tanzania 

became independent and as President in 1962, 1965 and 

1970. The Tanzanian foreic;n policy is quite reflective 

of Nyerere•s personality as the national leader. Nyerere •s 

personality dominated Tan~anian internal and external 

policy formations. As the national leader, Rudolf Carter 

maintains, Nyerere•s "departure from the leading position 

in Tanzania would not only drastically change the internal 

political direction and solidarity of Tanzania but also 

the reactions and pressures of both the Westem and the 

Eastem Powers towards the future of Tan~ania • • • • Nyerere, 

therefore, is the key to the continued success and future 

independence, both domest.ically and internationally of 

the United Republic•. 5 

Prior to Tanganyika •s independence Nyerere took 

some unequivocal stand that explains his independent 

orientation towards forei£n policy matters. He made 

it clear in March 1961 that Tanganyika would not apply 

for the Commonwealth msnbership if South Africa would 

s Rudolf Carter, -I'he Domestic and Forei~n Policy 
of Tanzania", Pan African -Jpurnal, vol. 2, no. 4, 
{Fall, 1969), pp. 339-61. 
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remain as a member.6 
Nyerere had also condemned French 

atomic tests in the Sahara and proposed that the African 

states should break their links with France.? 

His announcements expressed his conmitments to anti

racialism and anti-colonialism. By opPosing French 

atomic test he protested against colonialism which exploited 

Africans and their land and used it for dangerous purposes. 

These were some of the instances of his independent 

approach. Another symbolic gesture of an independent 

attitude indicated Tanganyika's plan to forge new friendship 

when Nyerere paid a visit to Yugoslavia in 1961. The 

above events helped in the shaping of policy of non-

alignment. 

The stability in Tanzania's foreign policy could 

be viewed in texms of its commitment to anti-racialism, 

anti-colonialism, and to socialism and self-reliance. 

Here there was an attempt on Nyerere•s part to keep the 

country's socialistic outlook apart from the ideological 

disputes of the ongoing Cold War between the Western bloc 

and the Eastern bloc. The proposal of adopting a socialist 

way of life was made in 1962 when Nyerere publicized his 

6 Timothy c. s iblock, "l'anzanian Foreign Policy a An 
Analysis•, ,!he African Review, vol. 1, no. 2, 
1972. 

7 New York Herald Tribune, 21 April 1961. 



views in a pamphlet entitled •ujamaaa the Basis of 

African Socialism • .a ln this document he proposed that 

Ujamaa was an attitude of mind which distinguishes the 

socialist from the ~on-socialist. In his view the insti

tution of extended family provided the foundation and 

the objective of African socialism, the entire society 

had to be treated as a family. Nyerere stated, •our 

socialism ••• is opposed to capitalism, which seeks to 

build a happy society on the basis of the exploitation 

of Man by Han; and it is equally opposed to the doctri

naire socialism which seeks to build its happy society 

on a philosophy of inevitable conflict between Man and 

Man •. 9 This socialistic orient at ion was thoroughly 

debated in next five years. At theTANU Executive 

Committee Meet in<; at Arusha in 1967, these ideas emerged 

in a concretized form known as 'Arusha Declaration' 

where the tez:ms •socialism• and •self-reliance• found 

full expression. The declaration was an effort to apply 

principles to the realities of instituting socialism and 

self-reli.mce in an African State • 10 Here the emphasis 

was on rural and a<;ricultural development through 

8 Aluko Olajide, ed., Ihe Foreign Policies of A£rice.n 
states, London I 1977 I P• 200. 

9 Julius K. Nyerere, Freed9m and Unitv, Oxford 
University Press, 1966, pp. 162-71. 

10 n. e. 
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co-operative and communal villages and a deemphasis on 

industrialisation and on external aid and technical 

assistance as the bases for development. In terms of 

foreign policy Arusha declaration provided the direct ion 

of eoonomie-foreign policy. Tanzania•a policy of •self-

reliance• was meant to reduce the levels of dependency 

on foreign resources by making optimum utilization of its 

internal resources. However, the policy of self-reliance 

does not mean that Tanzania no more requires any foreign 

aid rather it emphasizes that such aid should be so 

designed as to enable Tanzania to achieve self-reliance. 

Thus, the policy of self-reliance has reinforced Tanzania's 

foreign policy particularly in the context of hard economic 

bargaining. The policy has entailed a divers if icat ion of 

Tanzania's external relationship as well as domestic 

restructuring. Tanzania's choice of the policy of 

self-reliance was a lo~ical outcome of certain facts. 

The facts are that although many of the third world 

countries have their political independence they are 

still very much dependent on the developed cowttries 

for economic aid for their developmental processes and 

subsequent dominance of the developed countries over the 

underdeveloped ones. Nyerere outlined this fact when 

he said that Tanzania •s efforts towards a self-reliant 

economy was not because it was the best among Third World 
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countries to do so but beoause of the shar1n9 of past 

experiences. Thus, the implication of self-reliance was 

the maximun utilization of Tanzania •s own resources, hence 

it is a declared war against exploitation of any kind 

by an outside power. Therefore, Tanzania •s Arusha 

declaration was designed to bring about structural changes 

in society and eliminate class contradictions by making 

use of both the government and the party and by extending 

state control over the means of production •11 The 

Ujamaa program~e was, thus, an attempt to transform 

Tanzanian society and to organise it on the basis of a 

socialist developmoot-. The programme was the outcome of 

Nyerere •s profomd faith in humanism which sought to 

revive pre-colonial African forms of communitarian 

living that were characterized by equality, freedom and 

co-operative action • 1 2 The new Ujamaa programme 

envisaged by Arusha Declaration placed the emphasis on 

rural development through participatory leadership, 

development with self-reliance, and the village resettle-

13 ment schgne. Regarding this social ism trans it ion 

N yerere said, 

11 Vijay Gupta, •ujamaa Development Programme a~d 
Participatory Leadership•, in Alfred De souza s 
book, ed., Politics of Change and i.eeadershiE pevelop
!!m, New Delhi, l978, p. 191. 

12 Ibid., P• 198. 

13 Ibid., pp. 198-99. 
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"In the modern world there are two basic systems 

of economic and social organisations - capitalism and 

socialism • • • • Thus, the dloice for new Nations lies 

effectively between socialism and capitalism. lt is not 

a completely free choice, for all of us inherited certain 

patterns of trade and have been to a greater or lesser 

extent indoctrinated by the value systems of our colonial 

masters • • • There is no real choice. In practice Third 

World nations can not become developed capitalist societies 

without surrendering the reality of their freedom and 

without accepting a degree of inequality between their 

citizens which would deny the moral validity of our 

independence struggle. l will argue that our present 

poverty and national weakness make socialism the only 

nation-al choice for us" • 14 

So, in terms of foreign policy Arusha declaration 

provided the direction to eccnanic-forei£Q policy of 

Tanzania. 

Nyerere as a statesman was realistic and pragmatic 

in his attitude towards forei~ policy goals and 

objectiv_es. This was quite evident from his statement 

where he said, •The first responsibility of the Govern-

14 Julius K. Nyerere, Man and pevelo(.![!e:nt, OUP, 
Nairobi, 1974, PP• 113-14. 
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ment - its first pr lnciple is the protection of Tanzania •s 

independence and it.s freedom to determine its own policies, 

both internal and external. This is really nothing more 

than a continuation of the freedom struggle under new 

c1rcumstances•.
15 This very statement of Nyerere 

explains his reall.stic approach to life, iE.sues and 

problems. His realistic orientation becomes more 

emphatic while considering his views on ideoloc;:y. He 

says, 'in the end, ideology bows before reality; the 

State acts in its own interests Lwit.!Y' ••• ideological 

policies ••• L91vin2f way before policies with a more 

direct relation to the -interest of the State• •
16 

Colonial lmpact on Tan~ania 'Iii 
ForeiQn PolicY 

The tetm •colonialism' suggests political imposition 

and economic exploitation of one count.ry by another. 

such was the case with Tanzania. Tanzania was the 

victim of colonial exploitation during the British rule. 

Thus, the obvious outcome was the economic stagnation of 

Tanzania. The word • dependency •, in fact, describes the 

situation. The manifestat:ion of Tanzania's dependence 

15 Julius K. Nyerere, "The Costs of Non-eli~ment•, 
Africa Report, vol. 11, no. 7, October 1966, 
PP• 61-67. 

16 Vernon Mackay, ed., African piplgmacy, New York, 
1966, pp. 25-54 • 
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was quite clear during 1961-66 period. During this 

period Tanzania was mainly dependent upon the export of 

few commodities, importation of consumer and capital 

goods, foreign aid and technical assistance, foreign 

technology and multinational corporations • 17 This 

dependence durin~ 1961-66 period reflects very shalow 

impact of Nyerere•s early treatise on •ujamaa • '1962) 

as it was not given any programnatic contEnt before 

1967. ln 1967 the 'Arusha Declaration• 18 clearly out

lined the basic framework for a self-reliant developmental 

progranme. In addition to this emphasis on self-reliance, 

there was a gradual shift in Tanzania •s relationship 

with the countries of the world. ln other words, there 

was a shift fran former colonia.l power and Western bloc 

countries to Eastern bloc nations. Some call it a tilt 

and others an econQlnic expediency. This diversification 

in Tanzania •s relationships with the countries became 

essential because af its policy of self-reliance and 

need for wider sources of assistance, other a~ricultural 

and industrial inputs for its developmental programmes 

and wider markets for its products. As Nyerere pointed 

out, 'Tanzania's objectives, therefore, mean that she 

17 G. Ruh~bika, ed., TowarS}J! U jama1u TwentY Y.§ars 
of T4"1U Leadership, Nairobi, 1974, P• 68. 

18 n. 9, p. 7. 
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wants to adapt her own needs some of the institutions 

from each side of the divided world •. lndeed, it is 

impossible to carry out our economic policy unless we 

do have relation with both East and West, and unless we 

attract some economic investment from both. For it is· as 

unrealistic to expect the private enterprise systems of 

the West to understand the needs of publicly owned indus

tries here as it is to expect the public ownership systems 

of the Sast to est.ablish private firms here• • 19 

ixternal Factors 

The e.xternal environment has also a positive role 

to play in moulding the foreign pol icy of Tan2.ania. The 

immediate need for Tanzania after its formation in 1964 

was to explore the meanc whereby its limits of power 

could be ascertained in the international sphere where 

the role of super k-'owers and the influence of former 

colonial powers were an existing reality. This realisation 

led the Tanzanian leadership to admit, •we small powers 

can have no ••• illusions. Only in an orqanisatjon such 

as the United Nat ions can we hope to make our voice 

heard on intemational issues, and only through the 

implementation of the principles upon which it is based 

19 Julius K. Nyerere, !'reedgm and Socialism, Oxford 
University Press, 1968, pp. 192-93. 
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can we hope to survive and grow in peace • • 20 The 

above statenent conveyed Tanzania •s foreign policy 

differences with some Weste.m countries during 1964 and 

1965. Tanzania had to loose- a substantial amount of 

developmental aid for taking this principled position. 

The most important of these was the quarrel with West 

Germany over the issue of Tanzania •s recognition of East 

Germany following the Union of, Tanganyika and zanzibar in 

1964. Other disputes were with USA over an alleged plot 

against Tanzania: and with UK over the question of 

Rhodesia •.s independence which compelled Tanzania 'to 

break diplomatic relations with Britain. In all its 

policies of disagreements with the Western nations 

Tanzania expressed its firm faith in the United Nat ions 

and its principles. 

Tanzania has shown a degree of consistency in 

reaffirming its commitment to anti-racialism and anti

colonialism. Thus, the obvious assumption, here. is 

that Tanzania •s external relations as well as its foreign 

policies are to some extent conditioned by the events 

in the neighbouring countries. The geographical contiguity 

of Tanzania to south Africa and the continuing racism 

in Southern A£rica and hence efforts to eliminate it 

20 Ibid., PP• 367-84 • 

.. 



fit in to _Tanzania •s strat~ic importance in the continent 

and the justification of' its commitment to anti-racialism 

and anti-colonialism. This awareness confronting the 

situation in South Afrioa was a logical factor in influencing 

the foreign policy of Tanzania. 

The above internal as well aEJ the extemal factors 

had profound impact on the evolution of Tanzania •a 

foreign policy. so, the period between 1961-66 was 

marked with Tanzania •s effort for political unity and 

economic development domestically and politics of non

alignment externally. The policy of non-alignment was 

the ultimate choice for Tanzania during this period when 

the world was clearly divided into two blocs, the West 

and the East. ln addition, the choice of non-alignment 

was also for several other reasons. Tanzania's total 

dependence on the ftlest could only be reduced by following 

an independent forei~n policy which could best be 

possible by adhering to the principles of non-alignment, 

since non-alignment was considered as a mechanism to 

reduce the impact of neo-colonialism. Nyerere was quite 

explicit about the ideological and economic basis of 

non-alignm_ent 1n his statement. 21 on the ideological 

21 op. cit., p. 11. 
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line there was no exclusive adherence to the socio-

econanic system of either bloc. Here the emphasis was 

on adopting the best of both the blocs. At the economic 

level highest priority was given to self-reliance and 
• 

independence of policy stand. This independent policy 

signifies acceptance of foreign aid and assistance without 

any political compulsion attached to it. This indepmdent 

stand has been reflected in Nyerere •s stat~ent where 

he said, •we persist in our attempt to follow a policy 

of non-alignment in the ideoloQical and power quarrels 

of the world, comniting ourselves to no great power 

alliances •••• We shall not allow any of our friends 

to be exclusive; we shall not allow anyone to choose any 

of our friE!Ilds or enemies for us • • 22 Following from the 

statement was the very purpose to avoid ideol~ical and 

military alliances with the major powers w~ich might give 

them a· pretext to intervene 1n the country•s internal 

policy matters or to expect automatic support from the 

country in the international forums. The major test 

as to Tanzania •s commitment to non-alignment arose in 

1965 on the issue of diplomatic relationship with Bast 

Germany. The issue cropped up when Tanzania gave 

recognit :ion to .East Gexmany along with the permission 

22 n. 15, pp. 368-69. 
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to its consulates to have jurisdiction throughout the 

Tanzanian Republic which meant giving it an equal status 

with that of West GeJ:many. The West German Govemment 

refused to accept the decision and demanded that Bast 

German consulate should have limited jurisdiction. 

As a consequence there was ~ediate withdrawal of 

military assistance to Tanzania by the West-German 

Government and it also threatened that unless the 

Tanzanian Government adopted the position advocated, 

economic assistance would be cut. Nyerere•s response to 

West Germany was equally firm. ln his statement Nyerere 

countered the threat given by West Germany by declaring 

that Tanzania would not accept West German economic aid 

and all West German aid projects must be terminated 

immediately. 23 A modus vivendi was subsequently worked 

out, more or less along Tanzania •s terms. A final 

solution was possible only when West Germany and Bast 

Germany normalised their relations with each other. 

Then other states could follow their lead without placing 

themselves in jeopardy. 24 ln the light of above develop-

ment in the attitude of Tanzania, it would appear that 

23 Niblock Tiznothy c., "Foreign Policy of Tanzanias 
An Analysis", bfrican Rey~, vol. 2, no. 2, 
September 1971, pp. 94-98. 

24 New York Times, 22 December 1972. 



independence of foreiQD policy of Tanzania CX>nstitutes 

the vert essence of non-alic;mment. Ca'lversely, non

alignment should be looked upon as an attribute of 

sovereignty for no state can be regarded sovereicn if 

it fails to pursue an independent foreign policy. 

Non-alignment, therefore, has imparted to sovereiQ'lltY 

a new purpose which is much wider a ccncept to include 

liquidation of colon ial1fjll\, attainment of econ()ltlic self

sufficiency and political stability. ln fact, non

alignment was evolved to st.renctthen the socio-economic 

and politico-strate~ic basis of the new oountri~~ of 

Asia and Africa. lt was throu~h non-ali~nrnent that 

Tanzania was tryin~ to give meaning and content to its 

political independence. 

Tanzania •s policies may also be examined in the 

context of its commitment to anti-racialism. After the 

independence of Tanganyika a conscious attempt to compare 

the developnents in Tanganyika with the White minority 

regime in south Africa was made. ln March 1961 Nyerere 

spoke out against south Africa •s apartheid policy and 

indicated that independent Tanganyika oould not join 

Commonwealth if south Africa continued its membership 

1n it. 2S Subsequently, being aware of the new divided 

25 op. cit., p. 5. 
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opinion, south Africa decided to drop her application 

for readmissU>n as a Republic. ln the 19oO's and 1970's 

Tanzania Enacted policies against racism, both at home 

and over seas. Such enactment was keeping in view 

Tanzania's commitment to anti-racialism not as a vehicle 

to colonialism and the so called multi-racial society 

in Tanganyika, but also as a conmitment. to the princjples 

of non-racialism in independent Tanganyika as well as 

non-alignment. When the Tanganyika legislat .i.ve council 

was debating on the citizenship bill for independent 

Tanganyika, Nyerere had stated that discrimination 

against hwnan beings because of their colour, was 

exactly what they haver been f 1ght.ing agamst. He said, 

-I his was what we have formed TAL"ifU for". 26 There was 

continued persistance in the policies of anti-racialism 

by Tanganyika after its independence in 1961. By 1963 

Tanganyika •s delegation to UN had been identified more 

or less with the radical African view which focussed 

at tent ion over the wron~s of southern Africa and vehe-

mently criticised the West-ern governments ~especially 

Britain and the USA) that ~ave them support and suste-

By the end of the year 1963 Tanganyika 

imposed a boycott on all trade with South Africa. ln 

26 

27 
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December 1965, Tanzania became the f 1rst conmonwealth 

country to break diplomatic tip.s with the Britcaln because 

of the latter•s refusal to take strong measures to end 

White rule over Zimbabwe. 

Tanzania has all throu~h been against the involvanent 

in the Cold War and has categorically insisted that the 

major world problems are violation of peace and the 

increasing gap between the rich and the poor nat ions. 

The realization of these sad truths provided the essential 

guidance to Tanzania in its quest for principles. This 

has been emphasized through an analysis of her commitments 

to racial equality, self-reliance and non-alignment 

which can be seen as the requisites for independence 

and freedom. 



Chapter ll 

Tanzania And Aflica 
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vne of the major aspects of Tanzania •s foreic;n 

policy has been the need for African mity. Tanzania •s 

policy of anti-colonialism and anti-imperialism can be 

seen in the context. of her belief in and support for 

African unity. Since the days of her anti-colonial 

struggle Tanzania has been well aware of the fact that 

internal unity as well as unity and co-operation with 

other African countries was necessary as a strategy to 

defeat colonialism and imperialism in Africa. Thus 

Tanzania's quest for African unity began as a principle 

as well as a strategy in her struggle agajnst colonialism, 

racialism and imperialism both internall and externally. 

The basis of Tanzania's policy on African unity was 

clearly spelt out by President Nyerere in his maiden 

address to the United Nat ~on& where he said, 

-rhe basis of our act ion, internal and external, 

will be an attempt, an honest attempt, to honour the 

di91ity of man. We must accept without question as a 

basis, a basic article of faith, that every individual 

has an equal ri~t to jnherit- the earth and to partake 

of its joys and sorrows • • • • ln saying this, we have 

committed our country to a grand endeavour • • • • There 

can be no question of colonialism continuing any longer 

• • • • Our opposit.ion to colonialism is total and not 

confined by space or time; but it is natural and inevitable 
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that we should have a particular concern for Africa •••• 

For that implanentat ion of our third policy, the attainment 

of African unity, depends the complete freedom of our 

continent • • 1 

In the statement Nyerere has outlined Tanzania •s 

basic faith on human dig1ity and its opposition to 

exploit at ion whether it be in the form of colonial ism, or 

neo-colonialism. so, it is in the interest of all the 

people of Africa tr.at T~nzania has pled~ed to fiQht colo

nialism and irn?erialism. By analysin~ the validity of 

the very fact that .. united we stand, divided we fall•, 

Tanzania has sought to bring African unity in her struggle 

to liberate the African cont ment from the colonial and 

imperialist dominat l-on. Thus while discuss:ing the foreign 

policy of Tanzania it is quite imperative to mSltion its 

policy towards Af r ioan unity and relationship with the 

OAU as well as the liberation movements in Africa. 

Besides, another major focus of attention in thili- chapter 

would be on Tanzania's policy towards certain issues 

like Biafra issue and Tanzania-Uganda war. The need to 

discuss these two issues under different subsection of 

the chapt.er arose because of their special significance 

to the foreign policy stand of Tanzania. Many have 

1 Julius K. Nyerere, Freedom and soc1alis;n, Dar es 
Salaam, 1968, p. 291. 



interpreted Tan~ania •s policy stand on these issues as 

controversial. Here the purpose is to show that Tanzania's 

stand on these issues was not controversial rather it 

was very much in conformity with those principles on 

which its foreign policy is based. 

Tanzania •s effort in the direction of African unity 

dates back to its struggle for independence in a wider 

Pan-African context. The aspiretions of the black peoples 

in their struggle for self-determination were very much 

connected with the anti-imperialist struggle during the 
" 

colonial phase in Africa. The comnon bond of race, exploi

tation and oppress ion forged unity to embody Pan-Afr icanism. 

Pan-African ism represented a nat ionali&m against foreign 

domination and exploitation~ against imperialism and for 

national independence. lt was in this context that Tanzania 

found Pan-African.icm or African unity as a strategy to 

fight colonialism and imperialism. The first manifestation 

of the desire for unity in the East and central As;La 

made its appearance in 1958 at a meeting at Mwanza 

in Tanganyika. lt was here that Pan-African Freedom 

Movement for East and central Africa \PAFMECA} was for.med 

by dele~ates from Tanganyika, Kenya~ Uganda, ~anzibar 

and Nyasaland. Thus it was through the formation of 

PAFMBCA 1n 1958, Tanzania endeavoured to present a broad 
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united ·front of Bast and the Central African ·countries to 

confront colonialism and imperialism. 

As regards the African unity, President Nyerere 

supported the gradualist approach to it and h~ld that 

regional federations were a good basis that would forward 

an All African Gove:rnment. 2 Tanzania •s attempt to bring 

about the Bast African Federation was made in January 1961 

'When President Nyerere announced at the PAFMECA confe.r·ence 

at Dar es Salaam that 'l'ANU was willing to delay the date 

of Tanganyika's independence if it could enable her to 

join Kenya and U~anda in an independent East African 

Federation. 
3 Tan~ania has thus a&E>ociated the success 

of her nationalist struggles with the ultimate real1zat1on 

of African unity particularly becau&e its leadership held 

the view that any kind of unity would strengthen the 

economies of the young independent states of Africa. 4 

2 This approach of President Nyerere was quite 
contrary to that of President NkrlPlah of Ghana who 
called for an immediate continental Government. 

3 This attempt of Tanzania failed. Later on in 1963 
Uganda and in 1964 Kenya ·refused to join East African 
F ede rat ion • 

4 The Pan African ~ovement which emer~ed in Bast and 
Central Africa in the late 1950 •s reflected the 
weakness of the first stage. The struggle for 
political independence without the real i.ty of economic 
independence meant neo-colonialism. This reflected 
the economic weaknes& of the national bourceoisie 
to assert and advance their economic interests over 
that of international finance 'capl.t.al. Having no 



As President Nyerere has argued -

"Many of us in Bast Africa believe that 
our best path t9 unity may be through a 
regional association. This would br 1n9 
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us some immediate stren9thening of our 
economies at the same time showing to our 
people the benefits of unity • • • • We must 
use the African National States as an 
instrument for the reunification of Africa, 
and not allow our enemies to use them as 
tools for dividing Africa. African _Natio
nalism is meaninc;less, is anachronist1c and 
is dangerous, if it is not at the same time 
Pan-African •. { 5) 

In the post independence period, an important feature 

of Tanzania •s foreign policy had been to seek co-operation 

with like minded r~imes to co-ordinate their foreign 

policy positions on key issues in order to boost their 

bargaining power. Thus, from mid sixties, Nyerere, 

President Milton Obote of Uganda and President Kenneth 

Kaunda of zambia coordinated their efforts and put forward 

a common strate~ particularly with regard to Southern 

Africa. This group - unofficially known as •Mulun9ushi 

Club•- was able to take strong.position including against 

Britain •s proposed arms sales to South Afr·ica at the 

F00tnote 4 cont•d ••• 

such control over the production they could not 
achieve the Pan African grand dream in which United 
Africa could become an economic giant w~h a large 
market to withstand the competition of other conti
nents. Thi~:; became the very aim of regional co
operation or federation. 

5 Julius 1<. Nyerere, Freedom and UnitY, Dar es 
Salaam, 196B,PP• 193-94. 
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1971 Commonwealth Conference in Singapore.6 The fall of 

Obote in Uganda in 1971 weakened Mulungushi Club. Never

theless determined to pursue Tanzanian policy fo1 liberation 

of Africa and eradication of colonialism and racialism 

from Southern Africa, Nyerere looked to the south for 

new alignments to strengthen liberation front. This 

resulted in the fozmation of the 'Frontline States • 7, 

who have been able to co-ordinate their policies for the 

liberation of southern Africa reasonably we11. 8 Thus 

emerging in the mid-197ts as a spokesman for the Front line 

States group Tanzania has become increasingly involved 

in the regional politics of Africa. lssues of political 

principle, i!1 part ~cular the assert ion of meaningful 

national and continental independence, have been central 

to Tanzania • s forei~n .relations. ln its effort to bring 

African unity, Tanzania has sought to generate and act 

6 K. Mathews, wr an~an ia • s Foreign Poll.ey in Liberation 
of south Africa •, African l&srterlx, vol. XXI., 
no. 2-4, 1982, p~ 43. · 

7 Initially the Frontline States comprised of f 1ve 
southern African States, namely, Tanzania, Mozambique, 
Angola, zambia and Botswana. Today Malawi, Lesotho, 
swaziland and ~lmbabwe also comprise this group. 

8 Tan~ania•s role as the spokesman of the Frontline 
states as well as its policy and role towards the 
liberation struggles in Southern Africa have been 
discussed in the following subsection of this 
chapter under the subtitle •Tanzania and the 
Liberation Movements in Africa •. 
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upon, a set of Pan-A£ r ican pr :inciples that could se1.ve 

as a model to other African States. 

Tanzania gnd the Organi~a.t ion 
of African Unity .19 .A .u .) 

With the decolonisation process there emerged many 

new States in Africa. They attempted to free thsnselves 

from colonial ex.ploitat~on which was bein9 continued 

through neo-colonial des i91s. The decolonised countries 

came together to put up a mit.ed front agalllat various types 

of odds. They proposed greater political and economic 

co-operation amonQ them. With this basic aim in view they 

formed the Organisat um of African Unity (O .A.U.) in 1963. 

The aims and objectives of the 0 .A.U. were stipulated in 

its Charter which was adopted by the Heads of states and 

Governments in t.he meeting at Addis Ababa in !IJ.ay 1963. 

The aims were aa follows -. 

1. To promote the unity and solidarity of the 

African states. 

2. To co-ordinate and intensify their co-opezat.ion 

and eft orts to achieve a better life for the 

people of h.fr ica. 

3. To defend their sovereignty, their terr-itorial 

integrity and independence. 

4. To eradicate all forms of colonialism from 

Africa. 
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s. 'I'o promote international co-operatl.on, have 

jue rec;ard to the Charter of the United Nat ions 

and the Universal Declaration of Human Rights. 9 

'I'he aims and objectives outlined in the Charter 

clearly reflect the desire of the African states for 

African unity to safeguard independence. to improve living 

standard and to ensure end of colonialism from Africa. 

lt was in the context of these aims and objectives of 

O.A.U. that it is quite essential to examine Tanzania's 

relationship with C.A.U. in order to give a definitive 

picture of its forei~n policy stand on different issues 

of significance. 

The aims and obJectives of o.A.U. bear some similarity 

with Tanzania • s own effort fo1· Afr lean unity. since 

independence Tanzanla has associated herself with the 

ultimate a~~ of realizatl.On of African unity .because it 

held that only U!'lity and regional co-operation could 

create conditions to strengthen the economies of the 

young independent StQ. tes of Africa. This approach was 

very explicit in President Nyerere•s statement itself, 

where he said 

9 See o .A.U. Charter. 0 .A.U., Addis Ababa, 
1963. 



•Many of us in East Africa believe that 
our best path to unity may be through 
a regional association. This would bring 
us some inmediate strengthening of our 
economies at the same time showing to our 
people the benefits of unity". (lOj 

Before the formation of o.J> •• U., two contending 

groups existed 1n Africa (with the exception of PAFMECA) 

and djffered in their approach to African unity. They 

were Casablanca group led by the radical 'ideology) Ghana 

and the Monrovia group led by the moderate ( ideolcgyj 

Nigeria • 11 These <;roupp were based on ideological consi-

derat ions, the former being radical and following more or 

less Nkrumah •s one step move to unity through a political 

dec is ion by heads of states, while the latter emphasised 

the barriers to unity and was for c;~qual. methods such as 
. --~ . 

economic co-operation. 12 Tanzania, however, did not 

join any of the group. Tanzania •s non-involvement 1n 

these groups enabled her to play a neutralizing role at 

10 n. 4, pp. 193-94. 

11 The Casablanca Group was comprised of five African 
States - u .A.R., Ghana, Guinea, Mali and Morocco • 
Monrovia group, on the other hand, consisted of all 
of the states of the former French coomunity except 
Guinea, Mali and Mauritania, plus Ethiopia, Liberia, 
Libya, Nigeria, sierra Leone, somalia, Sudan and 
Tunisia. With the formation of O.A.U. both the 
groups were tak.en as dissolved. 

12 K. Mathews and s .s. Mushi, ed., Foreis;n Pol icy of 
Tanzania 1961-81• h Reader, Dar es salaam, 1984, 
P• 98. 
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the founding conference of the 0 .A.U. where it brought 

both sides - the ec.~ablanca ~roup and the Monrovia group 

13 - to final agreement. This integrative role by Tanzania 

was indicative of its genuine effort towards African unity. 

In this context, the statement of Nyerere is worth 

mentioning -

•we must use the African National states 
as an instrument for the reunification of. 
Africa, and not allow our enemies to use 
them as tools for dividing Africa. African 
nationalism is meaningless, is anachronistic 
and is dangerous if it is not at the same time 
Pan-African•. (14) 

During the formative years of o .A.U. there were 

disagreements between Tanzania and Ghana over the question 

of strategy for African unity. President Nkrumah of Ghana 

was advocating the setting up of United States of Africa 

as opposed to President Nyerere•s •step by step• approech 

through regional economic groupin£s and political mergers 

on Tanganyika and 2,Qnz.ibar lines. Pres1dent Nyerere made 

his position very clear in 1964 o .A.U. summit held at 

cairo. He argued that the step by step approach was 

the only realistic measure towards African unity and 

said-

13 Tanzania was the Chairman of the Drafting Committee 
of the Charter of the o .A.U. 

14 op. cit., p .,_.s. 



•we are carunitted to the achievement of a 
United Africa under a single continEiltal 
Government. We have already surrendered 
our sovereignty, in the name of greater 
unity. We shall surrender it again for a 
bigger mity. We do not believe that there 
is a choice between achieving African unity 
step by step and achieving it in one act. 
The one act choice is not available to us 
except in some curious imag in at ion • • • • It 
has not given to us human mortals to simply 
wish things into existence. Between our 
willing an end and achievement of that end 
there is a process. This process is some
times long and sometimes short, and indeed, 
the greater the objective the longer may be 
the process. But whether short or long it 
is a process by definition is progress step 
by step. To rule out a step by step progress 
in a march to unity is to rule out our unity 
itself... '15) 

Here, Nyerere has developed his argument logically. 

According to him Afr ioan unity meant, in a broader sense, 

nationalism against foreign domination and exploitation 

by :imperialism and international monopoly capital. 

Therefore, mere political independence was meaningless 

without economic indepEI'ldence. The necessity of economic 

independence, Tanzania asserted should be viewed in the 

context of achiev inc; genuine national independence under 

which people would have full control of their resources 

for their own advancement. Tanzania submitted to other 

members that the need was to form regional economic 

groupings was imperative, for, imperialism, which had 

15 n. 5, p. 302. 
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dominated and e};.vloited Africa under disunity, would not 

freely le?Ve Africa to let it form a united continent. 

The Cairo S\.lllinit of the o • .h.U. saw increasing support to 

Nyerere•s step by step approach and eventually, the 

problems involved in whatever strc.te9y to be followed 

for African unity were resolved. 

Apart from helping in the resolution of these 

initial problEms during the formative years of O.A.U., 

Tanzania did in fact play a. positive role at various 0 .A .u. 

Summit confetenceo. This positive role can be seen in 

the context of Congo crisis, Rhodesian crisis, Mercenary 

problem in Afr·ica and the Lusaka manifesto. The need to 

discuss these issues arose out of the basic fact that 

Tanzania's stand on these issues has got a di~ct relation-

ship with its forel.~n voli cy orientation. Thus, the 

cit at ion of these issuet> is essential in order to give 

a comprehensive study as to the operational aspect of 

Tanzania •s forei<;n policy. 

The fiz·st crisis that o .A.U. had to confront inme

diately after it was fo.tmed was the Congo crisis.
16 

16 Immediately after her independence on June 30, 1960 
Congo faced the problem of disintegration. on July 
11, Moise Tshombe, the President of Katanga, announced 
Katangese secession. 
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Tanzania took an act. ive role in exposing the activities 

of Moise Tshombe and imperialist. manoeuvres in Congo.l7 

Tanzania, as a result, was instrumental in withholding 

o .A.U •s recognition of Tshornbe•s puppet regime which was 

formed in July 1964. 

Another role played by Tanzania in the 0 .A .u. was 

in the context of the Rhodesia crisis • 18 Tanzania opposed 

granting of independence by United Kingdom to the \\'bite 

minority Government in Rhodesia. Thus in 1965, with the 

threat of Unilateral Declaration of lndependence {UDl) by 

the settler rninol-ities in Rhodesia, it was mainly Tanzania •s 

pressure through the Liberation committee of 0 .A.U. that 

made possible for the extraordinary Council of Minister•s 

Conference to pass a resolution on Jrd December 1965 

calling the msnber count1ies to break diplomatic relation 

with Britain by 15 :December 1965, if Brita:in fails to 

bring an end to White minority leader lan Smith • s regime 

in Rhodesia. 'rhis resolution, however, had little impact 

as only nine countries adhered to the resolution while 

the rest did not. As part of the political action over 

17 The Katan~ese in congo in their attempt for secession, 
were helped by hundreds of foreign mercenaries mostly 
from America and Belgium. 

18 Rhodesia crisis ha£> also been dealt in the following 
subsection of this diapter under the sub-capt ion 
•Tanzania and the Liberation t-1ovements in Africa•. 
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the Rhodesian issue, Tan:c.ania, on 15 December 1965 went 

as far as to severe diplomatic relations with Britain 

in order to bring effect l.Ve pres sure to bear on UK and 

make her government to wake up to its democrat :i.e commitment 

to majority rule. 

The. problem of mercenary involvement in the African 

political scene can be traced back to the history of the 

Congo crisis where Katangese were supforted by hundreds of 

foreign mercenaries. Realizlng the seriousness of this 

problem, the o .A.U. at the initiative of Tanzania, adopted 

a declaration on mercenaries at its Eighth Sunmit which 

reaffirmed s •the determination of the African peoples 

and States to take all the necessary measures to eradicate 

from the African continent the scour~e that the mercenary 

system represents". ln this con£ erence Tanzania w?s 

mostly concerned with the defin1t ion of a mercenary and 

suggested a delay in drafting a convent ion on mercenaries 

to a.llow further st.udies on mercenaries. such a delay 

was conceived in the context of an erroneous belief that 

mercenaries were the nationals of non-African States and 

that Africans were not mercenaries. lt was l2.ter fomd 

out that in the case of invasion of the Republic of 

Guinea, the invaders included mercenaries who were the 

nat wnals of the Guinea itself. This was seen in the 

light of how imperialists in Asia have been using As ian 
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mercenaries to fight Asians and this :tmper ial i&t doct.r 1ne 

will in due course if not already initiated be used in 

Africa as well.l9 Thus Tanzania. •s initiative age inst 

the mercenaries can be viewed in the line of its commitment 

to anti-imperialism. 

President Nyerere has all along e:xpressed his 

preference for a peaceful settlement of the southern 

Afr 1can problem. This preference has been clearly spelt 

out in the 'Lusaka Manifesto • which was drawn up in April 

1969 through the •c.:;ood N ei~hbours" conference in East and 

Central African countries, which offered Portugal, Rhodesia 

and south Africa a chance for peaceful negotiat lOll as 

an alternative to violent conflict. This manjfesto was 

later adopted by o .1 • • u. The manifesto clearly told the 

minority regimes in Southern Africa -

•we would prefer to nec;·ot iate rather than to 
destroy, to talk rather than to kill•. But 
added, •Afr ica can not acquiesce in the rna 1n
tenance of the present policies against people 
of A£1 ican descent". ( 20} 

lt appeared that President Nyerere was concerned 

with mobilization of all the forces that could assist in 

achieving political independence of the colonised countries 

19 See The NatlQ!l2list, Tanzania, 31 July 1971. 

20 See the "LUsaka Manifesto•, The Afr ign ReVi@, 
vol. l, no. l, 1971. 
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than with ideoloc;ical issues of that independence. Thus 

he did not consider the armed struggle negotiat .1on dicho-

tomy in ideoloc;ical term i.e., whether one or the other 

would tend to produce a social 1st or capitalist society 

rather in terms of how to minimize the suffer in~s of the 

people. He, therefore, saw negotiation' and armed struggle 

as two sides of the same coin, and encouraged liberation 

movements to negotiate whenever and wherever possible and 

to fight when all else had failed. 

Frcm the above analysis, we may conclude that 

Tanzania's position in the 0 .A.U. has been mostly in terms 

of her effort to build Afr ica.n unity. Despite the fact 

of lack of sympathy on the part of 0 .A.U. towards Tanzania 

on certain issues 21 , Tanzania never failed to ensure 

that the o .A.U. survived. Although Tanzania ·lamented 

that the Organibat ion had betrayed the people of Africa 

behind. the curtain of le{:alistic principles of the 

Charter and thus, sacri£ icin~ the fundamental principles. 

of morality and human d.lglity22 yet Tanzania did never 

21 During the Ugc:.nda-Tanzania war, 0 .A.U. condemned 
Tanzania's intervention but failed to condemn Uganda's 
aggression of Tanzania. Besides, Tanzania also failed 
in pursuadm~ o .A.U. to recognise the genuine concern 
of the people of Biafra. Both the issues have been 
discussed :in subsequEilt subsections of this chapter. 

22 Uganda under lddi Amin •s regime was known for in
discriminate killings of the innocent people whoever 
tried to oppose Amin •s Government. When o .A.U. 
aocepted an offer of Amin to host the 1975 o .A.U. 
SWIIDit, Tanzania strongly protested the decision of 
the 0 .A .u • 5e e 'VtJc.'t ( .. upt<t ,~ ' Obote : ..Se,:onci l•ben~.t1on.' 
V,k()l.s j New· J)eih-. .~ aqg3. 
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work towards the demise of the Organisation. The o .A.U. 

has still been viewed by Tanzania as the principal 

instrument for regional integration and ultimately for 

African unity. 

Tan zan 1a and the Liberation 
!!9.!ementre in Afr lea · 

There has been a positive linkage between Tanzania 

and the liberation struggle in Africa. Historically 

speaking, Tanzania •s relet ionship with the liberation 

movements in Africa can be explained in terms of the 
( 

practical experience of the country itself. Tanzania's 

anti-colonial struggle could be traced back to 1880 •s 

when her people put up serious resistances against 

German colonialism culminating in the famous Maji..Maji 

rebellion involving an armed struggle against Germans 

during 1905 and 1906. 23 Gez:man rule did not last lmg •. 

Following the defeat of the Germans in the First world 

War, Britain became Tanzania's new colonial master. It 

was during the British colonial period thea.t the Tanganyikans 

launched their nationalist struggle eventually to achieve 

independence in 1961. The struggle for independence in 

Tanzania was· mainly led by the Tanganyika African 

23 n • 6 , p • 41 • 
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Association lTAA} which later came to be known as 

Tanganyika African National Union {TANUj • During the 

nationalist struggle T~U had a recor·d of co-operation 

with other nationalist part l.es in Africa. 24 Thus, for 

Tanzania, the histocy of working together with other 

liberation movements is as old as the oountry•s struggle 

for independence. 

One of the principal aims and objectives of TANU 

which still remains the aim of Chama Cha Mapinduzi \CCM) 

\a party which was named after the merger of TA.~U and 

Afro Shirazi party of Zanzibar) is to see to it that the 

Government co-operates with other states in ensurin~ 

African unity. Tanzania_•s crusade against colonialism 

and racialism was evidenced just before Tanganyika's 

independence when President Nyerere declared that Tanganyika 

would renain outside the Commonwealth if South Africa's 

racist regime remamed a member. Thus, with independence, 

Tanzania was l.dentified a& a militant and anti-imperialist 

country, _particularly in relation to the liberation of 

Africa. This position was further strengthened when the 

Arusha Declaration was made in 1967. The part l of the 

24 Tanganyika had strong links with Kenya African 
National Union \KANU~ and Afro-Shirazi Party lASPj 
of ~anzibar, and was instrumental in the formation 
of Pan-African Freedom Novement for Bast and Central 
Africa \PAFMECAj • 
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Declarqt ion stipulates the foreign policy objectives of 

the party and the £overnment. The policy objectives 

were -

(a) to co-operate with all political pa~ 1es in 

Africa, 

( bl to see to it that the government co-operates 

with other States to bring about African unity.25 

Thus, the centrepiece in Tanzania •s foreign policy 

principles anJ. priorl.ties is its policy on liberation. 

Its policy on liberation is closely related to her domestic 

pol icy of socl.alism and self-reliance which is based on 

the principles of human equality and hwnan dignity. 

Internally, Tanzania is committed to the building of an 

egalitarian society devoid of exploitation, oppression 

and discr .iminat ion. Born out of this pol icy of social ism 

are the principles of anti-colonialism, anti-racialism 

and anti-imperialism, and ultimately its policy direction 

towards the liberation of Africa. · 

Considering the foreign policy stand of Tanzania 

as well as its role in the direction of African unity, 

the Organisation of African Unity (O .A.U .} decided to 

have the Head Quarters of its Liberation Coamittee at 

25 n. 12, p. 108. 
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the Tanzanian capital, Dar-es-Salaam. 26 The choice of 

Dar-es-Salaam was also partly due to Tanzania • s proximity 

to the unlibers.ted territories of Southern Africa, namely 

the former Portuguese colonies of Mozambique and Angola, 

the settler regimes of Rhodesia, and South Africa • 

. Addressing the first emergency session of the Council 

of Ministers of o .A.U. on 12 February 1964, Nyerere 

said -

"For Africa, Tanganyika is a border state. 
By virtue of that fact, the headquarters 
of the Liberation Committee is situated in 
our capital•. ( 27} 

Conceived in the context of Tanzania •s relationship 

with the freedom movements in Africa 1 it i& found that 

since 1961 when Tanganyi~a became independent, Dar es Salaam 

had been the headquorters of most of the liberation move

ments operat-l.nc; in Southern Africa I part icula.rly FRELl.MO, 

Ml?LA 1 SWAPO, ~u and many others. :Despite the risks 

involved, Tanzania had also contacts with the llberation 

movements recognised ·by the c.A.u. 28 The format ion of 

26 Nine member states formed the Committee at its 
inception, and Tanzania as the host country, had 
continued to provide Bxecut ive Secretary for the 
Coomittee. 

27 n • 5 , p • 2 88 • 

28 During the Portuguese colonial rule of Mozambique, 
a number of attacks were made on various parts of 
Southern Tanzania under the pretext that the colonial 
regime was attacking the FRBLlMO camps in Tanzania. 
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Frontline States as an informal alliance of states with 

sub-regional interests, and their deep involvement in the 

Zimbabwe crisis till the latter•s independence in April 

1980, was consequent upon the collapse of the Portuguese 

power in Mozambique and Angola in 1975. After the inde

pendence of Portuguese colonies, Tanzania supported the 

liberation struggle in further South. She recognised the 

existence of two forces 1n Zimbabwe, Namibia and south 

Africa namely imperialist domination and an internal 

oppressor, that is, the settler racist. regimes in Zimbabwe 

and South Afr1ca, and accepted the necessity to use force 

to bring down these for.ces if peaceful settlement failed. 

so, it is in the conteAt of liberation struggles in southern 

Africa, we will here d:i.scuss Tanzania •s role with regard 

to Mozambiq.ue, Angola, Rhodes 1a and ~outh Afr l.Ca. 

When we examine Tanzania •s role and pol1cy on the 

liberation of souther·n Africa we find that in Mo~ambique, 

Tanzania supported FRELIMO {the Mozambiquan L1berat ion 

Movement} 29 from its incept ion in Dar es Salaam in 1962 

and supported Samora Machel before and after his confir

mation as FRELl.MO •s President in 1970. Tanzania regarded 

FRELlMO and it& leadership as an example of ~enuine 

--·-----
29 ln addition to FRELlKJ, there was another liberation 

movement in Mozambique known as OORBMO which was 
formed after the assassination of FRSLlk> leader 
EdWard t-londlane in 1969. 
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liberation movement in the Afrlcan liberation struggle. 

Between the year 1970 and 1974 there was increased intensi

fication of armed struggle between FRELlMO and the Portuguese 

cOlonial regime which ultimately led to establisbnent of 

large liberated zones within Mozambique. TA~U declared 

the year 1974 as •Year of Liberation• and this was followed 

by the mobilization of all sections of the population in 

Tanzania to support the liberation struggle. At the end 

of the year of liberation, Samora Machel was presented 

with Shs. 4 million as Tanzania •s contribution to the 

liberation process. Thus Tanzania •s recognition as well 

as moral and material support to FRELIMJ and its leadership 

over the years was no le:ss important in the achievement 

of Mozambique's independence in 1975 from the Portuguese 

colonial rule. 

on the Anc;olan front Tanzania supported late 

President Augustinho Netto•s Popular Movement for the 

Liberation of Angola (NPLA) which was formed in 1956. 

As Angola approached independence, there was increased 

intensif1cat1on of rivalry, between the liberation move

ments of MPLA, Holden Roberto•s National Front for the 

Liberation of Angola lFNLAl and Jonas savirnbi•s National 

Union for the Total lndependence of Angola lUNlTAl • By 

1975, all these movements were seeking African support to 

form an independent government after the withdrawal of 
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Portuguese colonial rule. By November 197 5, MPLA was in 

a position to rally support from all over the country. 

The FNLA and WlTA whose activities remained restricted 

to eastern and southern borders respectively sought aid 

from the West and south Africa. These two formed an 

alliance to counter the force of MPLA which received 

Soviet arms, and thus there were two rival govexnments 

on the eve of the independence in 1975. This led to 

disagreements in the O.A.u. as to which government should 

be recognised and support~d in Angola after the departure 

of the Portuguese. ln such an atmosphere, Tanzania laid 

the argum~t in support of MPLA. President Nyerere 

clarified MPLA•s position by ~lainin~ that MPLA had 

received arms from the countries largely becaU&e the 

Western countries refused to supply them and moreover, 

cormnunist support to MPLA was not a fight for carununism 

but continuation of strug~le aga. inst colonialism and neo

colonialism which south Africa was trying to perpetuate 

by taking advantage of Angola's internal divisions. 

Tanzania •s support was justifiable on the basis 

of MPLA's opposition to US policy which made it clear 

that its support to FNLA-L'N lTA was motivated by its 

pursuit of anti-canmunist policies,· largely based on 

Cold War rivalry for sphere of influence in Africa rather 

than by support for liberation. Thus, largely because of 



Tanzania's elaboration of correct policy considerations 

for support in~ MPLA, the 0 .A.U. eventually reC09111&ed 

MPLA•s ruler over the People•s Republic of Angola by 

admitting it to full 0 .A .u. membership in February 1976. 30 

Tanzania •s role and activities in the liberation 

of Rhodesia and South Africa can be viewed in a Wider 

context. Tanzania. along with zambia. had been attempt 1ng 

to solve Rhodesian crisis ever since the UDI of ll November 

1965. Tanzanian and Zambian aims in Rhodesia were to 

contribute and assist in the achievement of democratic 

independence in Africa. B2rlier attempts were made for 

a peaceful settlement of Rhodesia and south Africa problem 

throuc;h n~otiat ion as outlined in the Lusaka Manifesto 

of 1969. But Rhodesia and south Africa decllned the offer. 

Thus, in April 197 5 the Extraordinary meeting of o .A.U. 

Ministerial Council which was held at Dar es Salaam, came 

out with the famous •nar-es-Salaam Declaration on the 

Liberation of Southern Africa•. 31 The Declaration 

indicated o .A .u • s objectives in Zimbabwe, N arnibia and 

South Africa. 

The objectives of o .A.U. in Zimbabwe and South 

Africa have been emphasised in the Declaration. The 

30 n. 6, p. 47. 

31 Nyerere addressed the openinQ session of the meeting 
and his views were endOrsed later on :in the form 
of "Dar-es-Salaam Declaration •. 



Declaration indicated the possibilities of changing the 

strategies and tacticb of the liberation strug~le in 

Southern Africa. The followint is a part of the Declara

tion which runs as follows -

• ••• These objectivec flow from Africa •s 
commitment to achieve total independence 
on the basis of majority rule with respect 
to the two colonial territories. Concern
ing South Africa, the objective has been, 
and still is, the ending of apartheid and 
the total elimination of racial discr imi
nation. '.ihile the strate£ies and tactics 
in the at tc:inment of this objective may 
change from one situation to another and 
fran time to time, the object 1ve itself is 
constant and non-negotuable 11 • ( 32} 

In the South African situation the declaration 

stressed the continued strategy of isolating south Africa 

internationally, while in the case of Zimbabwe it left 

open the possibilities of the dispute being solved by a 

constitutional conference. But if the constitutional 

arrangement failed then 0 .A.U. would guara.ntee material 

and diplomatic support in int~sifying the armed struggle.33 

On the question of Namibia, the declaration made it 

clear that, .. in the absence of south Africa •s willingness 

to terminate its iliegal occupation of Namibia, 0 .A .u. 

32 See l>eclaration of Dar-es-Salaam on Southern 
Africa, Ministry of Forei~ Affairs, Dar-es-Salaam, 
1978, p. 3. 

33 Ibid. I p. 6 • 
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must assist the national liberation movement of Namibia, 

SWAPO, to intmsify the armed struggle in Ncuuibia" .34 

At the Dar-es-Salaam meeting of 1975, Tanzan i.a 

v1ewed ar.med struggle as an incentive for negotiation 

rather than a process of radicalization that would lead 

to a structural revolution after- the attainment of political 

independence. ln his address to the meeting, President 

Nyerere made it clear that Tanzania's assistance to the 

liberation of Southern Afr ico was limited to the achievement 

of political indepmdence and an end to apartheid. He 

said -

"'ur only international justification for 
supporting the nat lOnalist.s either diplo
mat lcally, financially or militarily - is 
opposit l.On to colonialism or racism". ~ 35} 

Thus, it was mostly through the efforts of Tanzania 

and other Frontline states that 2.lffibabwe could attain 

its independence on the basis of majo1ity rule in April 

1980. Having achieved their objective of majority rule 

in Zimbabwe, the Frontl1ne states, now joined by Zimbabwe 

as their sixth alliance partner, have now directed their 

34 Ibid., P• 7. 

35 See Nat han M. s harnuyarira, pocun!i!nts and Sp.§echu 
on the o .A.U. i..t~gy for Liberation of §.outh§111 
Africa, Dar-es-Salaam, 1976. 
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attention to the problems of South Africa, namely, the 

liberation of Namibia and an end of apartheid system in 

South Africa. 

ln the light of So\lthern African L 1berat l.on Movement, 

the five major components of contemporary Tanzanian approach 

are the following -

.1. Continued moral and material support for the 

military and para-military liberation movE:1nents. 

2. Diplomatic rec~nit ion of these movements, in 

the hope of increasing their international 

respectability. 

3. Reconciliation of internal differences within 

and among the liberation c;roups, to increase 

their effectiveness and reduce the lj k.elihood 

of post independence political violence in their 

countries. 

4. lliplomatic and propaganda pressures aimed at 

isolatin~ the minority regimes in southern 

Africa, combined with an effort to promote the 

enforcement and extension of international 

sanctions. 

s. Provision of opportunities for close communi

cation among the liberation movements, and 

between them and similar organisations in other 

parts of the world, to strengthen their members • 
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resolve and solidar1ty.36 

From the above discussioo we may conclude that the 

crusade for African Liberatjon continues, and Tanzania 

remains pledged to advance the struggle until all the 

countries in the region have achieved independence and 

majority rule. There has been greater clarification by 

Tanzania as re9ards the basic purpose of liberation 

movements. The purpose of liberation movement, according 

to the view ;;;.f Tanzania, is not t.he fight to have any 

particular system whether it be capitalism or communism, 

rather it is a f 1ght against colonial ism and other forms 

of exploitations. lt is for freedom, equality, justice 

and human dignity. Tanzania •s continued support to the 

liberation movements in Aflica have, thus, carried a moral 

justification as to her SUfJport to the liberation movements 

in Africa. While support: ing these liberation struc;;~:les, 

Tanzania did never compromise or sacr·if ice the fundamental 

principles of her forei~n policy, that is, the policy of 

anti-colonialism, ant i.-racialism and anti-imperialism. 

Tanzan_ip and the Bia.,!DL,l§§ue 

Tanzania's role in the Biafra issue has been 

interpreted by many as a controversial one. Tanzania •s 

36 Nnoli Okwudiba, §~lf ReJ:.!A!lSLIPd Fou1sin PoliSY w Tanzan!§, New Yor·k, 1978, p. 255. 



stand on Biafra was viewed to be in contradict ion to 

its foreign policy stand, and her general statements on 

Afr ioan unity. The reco~nition of Biafra by Tanzania 

was seemingly at odds with Nyerere•s 1967 speech on 

African unity. 37 So, in the light of this controversy, 

here, the need is to examine whether Tanzania did actually 

deviate from the adhered principles of its foreign policy 

or otherwise. 

B iafra issue 1n the African political scene referred 

to the secessionist aspirations of the Eastem Region of 

Nigeria. The basic cause for secession from the N i~erian 

Federation was the denial of human rights to Ibos parti-

cularly right of equality 1n terms of jobs and economic 

activities. There had emer~ed situations when the people 

from the eastern re~ion could no longer feel safe in other 

parts of theN ic;erian Federation. 38 The lbos felt that 

they were not accepted as citizens of Nigeria by the other

citizens of ~ igeria. Such a situation made it difficult 

for these people to move freely even with an assurance 

of personal safety. · This fear of lbo people was quite 

genuine and it became stronger in 1966 when about 30,000 

37 n. 1, PP• 291-300. 

38 The eastern regia\ of Nigeria is dominated by 
lbo and the people of related ethnic groups. 
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IbOs were massacred. 39 Tanzanian Government expressing 

concern for the lbos stated, "l'he only way to r6IloVe 

the Easterners• fear is for the Nigerian authorities to 

accept its existence, to acknowledge the reason for it, 

and then to talk on terms of equality with those involved 

about the way forward•. 40 

spokesman further said, 

The Tanzanian Government 

•When the people have reason to be afraid you can 

not as.sure them through the barrel of a gun 1 your only 

hope is to talk as one man to another, or as one 9roup 

to another. lt is no use the Federal authorities that 

the persecuted should come as supplicant for mercy, by 

first renouncing their secession from the political unit. 

For the secession was declared because the lbo people felt 

it to be their only defence against extermination. In 

their mind, therefore, a demand that they should renounce 

secession before talks are begm, is equivalent to a 

demand that they sl"l.ould announce their willingless to be 

This st.atemmt of Tanzanian Government 

39 Between January and July of the year 1966, two 
military cou,J>s took place in Nigeria which resulted 
in two major pogroms against the lbos. Apart from 
the massacre, it made two million Ibos to flee from 
their homes in other parts of Nigeria to their tribal 
home land in E;astern Nigeria. 

40 n. 12, p. 276. 

41 Ibid. 
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was not a.n arbitrary explanation rather it was in confer-

rnity with as to what had been happening in Nigeria. 

The ultimate culmination of this crisis was the 

declaration of an independent state, in the Eastern Nigeria 

by the Ibos, the •Republic of Biafra •. Tanzania was the 

first African country to recognize Biafra on 13 April 1968. 

ln the 1969 Addis Ababa Conference of o .A.U ., Tanzania 

circulated a paper titled ''I'he Nigeria-Biafra Crisis", 

attempting to justify why she had reco~nised Biafra. 

The paper argued -

"We should learn that where in any Afr ~can 
state there iE a dominant ~roup, whether 
that group is ethnic, religious or otherwise, 
it must wield its power and influence on 
behalf of a'!l elements which go to fonn 
that country. ln part l.cular, it should be 
very solicitous of the interests of the 
minorities, because they are the ones which 
need the protect ion of the State. lf a 
dominant group does not act in this pro
tective manner, then civil strife and 
consequent Eiafrasbecome inevitable. 
That is the lessal Africa should leam 
from the Nigerian tragedy,.. l42) 

This paper, however, had little impact on o .A .u. 

and its members. Tanzania, thus, compromised with the 

Federal Republic of N iQer ia in the 1970 0 .A.U. Summit 

after Ibos were defeated and an end carne to the •Republic 

of Biafra •. 

42 The Stan~. Tanzania, September 4,1969. 
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Tanzania •s conciliatocy approach at the end should 

not be viewed~ a~ain, as contrary to its basic forei~n 

policy principle. Rather it was the due cogni-zance of 

the changing situation that it had to cope With. Moreover, 

its earlier recognition of Biafra was also not a deviation 

from its foreign policy stand on African unity. Exploi

tation and discrimination, whether be it through internal 

forces or external forces have the similar consequence, 

that is, a revolt against those forces. Thus, Biafra 

issue was the genuine concern of the genuine people. 

The Nigerian Federal Aut.hor ities through their discrlllli

natory activ~ties did, in fact, force the lbo people to 

alienate thernsel ves f r·om the N ic;er ian mainstream and 

ult irnately towards dis int~ration. so, it was the 

Nigerian Federal Authority who worked towards disunity 

rather than towards unity. Thus, Tanzania •s reco~mition 

of Biafra, althouc;h it appeared to be a devlat ion from 

its commitment to African unity, in a broader perspective 

it was truly towards unity through the conceived ideal 

of peaceful co-existence and equality of all hunan 

beings. 

Isnzania-Ugan4a War 

The crisis of Uganda-Tanzania war in 1978 can be 

traced back to 1971 when President Milton Obote of Uganda 

was overthrol«l through a coup d • etat by lddi Am in • 
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From the very outset Tanzania refused to recognise 

Am in • s Government on the 9rounds that it was anti

revolutionacy. particularly in the field of Africa •s 

libera~ian struggle. 43 Another reason of Tanzania's 

oppositial to Amin was his mass killings inside Uganda. 

Large numbers of anti-Amin fled to Tanzania as political 

refugees when Amin •s regime became more and more oppressive. 

These political refugees started organizing themselves 

with the ultimate objective of overthrowing Amin •s re9:lme. 

This increased the tension between Uganda and Tanzania 

with frequent accusations by Amin that Tanzania was 

preparing to invade U9anda, overthrow his regime and 

reinstate Obote. Amin further warned that if Uganda 

were forced to invade Tanzania in order to repulse such 

an invasion, it would retain any'territories captured 

and would not entertain any mediation attempt by any 

third country.44 

Amin •s accusat ~ns of Tanzania for its support to 

an invasion of Uganda by ex-President Obote•s supporters 

·-----
43 lddi Amin came to power by a coup d'etat in January 

1971 while his President was in Sinc;apore playing a 
leading role in the opposit1on to the then Britiah 
Government •s proposed res\11\ption of arms sales to 
south Africa. Amin after seiz 1ng power in Uganda 
withdrew Uganda •s opposition to that proposal. 
See Vijay (;upta, Obote Second Liberaticm_, op. cit. 

44 Keesing'.§ Contemporary Ar9hivg, January 6-12, 
1975. 
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were repeated over the years culminating in 1978 invasion 

of Tanzania. 45 Amin •s provocative statements against 

Tanzania had no bounds. Whenever Amin was in internal 

difficulties throu£h the people's attempts to resist his 

murderous regime, he accused Tanzania of subversion. 46 

There were also occasions where Amin •s allegations 

received international attention. For an instance, the 

allegations that Tanzania was preparing to invade Uganda 

were reported in Brit ish newspapers in February 1971 , 

March 1973, August 197 5 and February 1977. Allegations 

that Tanzania had actually invaded Uganda were reported 

in the World Press in July 1971, July 1974, September 

1975 and early in October 1978. 47 

Tanzania •s strained relations with Uganda further 

worsened in late 1978. Renewed border fighting was 

reported in october 1978, and the following month Uc;anda 

announced the annexation of the Kagera Salient 48, 

comprising some 1,840 sq. km. of Tanzanian territory. 49 

45 For details see David Martin, ~gral &nin, 
London, 197 8, pp. 235-36. 

46 n. 12, p. 306. 

47 Ibid~ 

48 Iddi Amin laid claim to the territory of Kagera 
Salient a nwnber of times starting in October 1971. 

49 Africa South of Sahara, Buropa Publication Ltd., 
London, 1988, p-:-9"8"9-:-



At the diplomatic level Tanzania condemned the Ugandan 

act ion and called upon the member states of o .A .u • and 

the World to do the same. Nyerere, while condemning the 

act ion, said -

•Amin has used his axmy to commit aggression 
against Tanzania. Africa must recognise this 
for what it isJ aggression. All African 
countries must condemn the ag~ression• (SOl 

Despite repeated appeals by Tanzania, 0 .A .u. failed 

to condemn the invasion except for pressurizin~ Uganda to 

withdraw its troops. 51 Regretting the inability of 0 .A .u. 

in condemning Uganda, Nyerere said -

wr he 0 .A .u. was established by the Heads 
of African states. The 0 .A.U. is not a 
trade union of Africa •s heads of states. 
Therefore, if it is to retain the respect 
and support of the people of Africa, it 
must be concerned about the lives of the 
people of Africa. We must not just concem 
ourselves with our own survival as heads 
of states; we must be even more concemed 
about peace and just ice in Afr i.ca than we 
are about the sanctity of the bomdaries 
we inherited • • • • The 0 .A .u. must some
times raise a voice against those regimes 
in Africa ••• who opposes the peoples of 
Africa •. ( 521 

50 See Daily N~, Tanzania, 26 November 1978. 

51 Only few members of o.A.u. condemned the aggression, 
namely, Mozambique, Zambia, Algeria and Ethiopia. 

52 n • 5, p. 40. 



Although the Ugandan troops withdrew as a result 

of the pressure from O.A.u., border fighting still conti

nued. Having realized that nothing was going to sol•e 

the problem, Tanzania decided to take unilateral decision 

to meet Amin •s challenge. Thus, in January 1979 a 

Tanzanian-based invasion force entered Uganda. They 

gained control over the southern region. Amin •s army 

capitulated and an interim U9andan National Liberation 

Front ~UNLF} government was subsequently proclaimed in 

April 1979 in Uganda. Tanzania's intervention became a 

controversy at the o .A.u. sunmit Conference in July 1979 

where the violation of Ugandan territorial integrity by 

Tanzania was cond~ned as a dangerous precedent despite 

Nyerere •s claim to have acted in response of Ugandan 

agc;ress ion. 

In this chapter we have sought to examine Tanzania •s 

policy towards Africa, part~cularly towards African unity, 

o.A.U. and the Liberat~on stru~gles in Africa. We have 

also discussed Tan~an ia •s relations with 0 .A .u. and other 

African Liberation Nov~uents, and its policy stand on 

Biafra issue and Tanzania-Uganda war. On careful 

examination of various issues and problems discussed 

in this chapter, we may infer· that Tanzania •s policy 

towards Africa has been mostly in terms of anti-racial1sm 

and bringing an end to the colmial and neo-colonial 
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domination of the African continent. It has remained an 

ardent supporter of the genuine liberation movements in 

Africa and exposed those liberation movements and regimes 

which sought to perpet.uate the neo-colonial domination 

irrespective of the fact whether it was direct or indirect. 

As regards the liberation of Africa Tanzania tried to 

neutralize the power bloc influence in the continent 

through the argument that the liberation struggles in 

Africa were nationalist struggle and they were not for 

or against any particular bloc. In her policy appli

cations in the inter-African politics Tanzania has remained 

mostly consistent. lts role in the Biafra crisis and 

war with Uganda, it should not be regarded that her 

policy on these issues was unrealistic or inconsistent. 

such a view would undermine an objective definition af 

realism and consistency. The term •realism • necessitates 

an objective assessment of the situation and then act 

accordin~ly. Similarly, consistency should not be 

viewed as adherin~ to any particular position throuQhout, 

rather it should be looked in dynamic terms. Thus, 

viewed in these terms, Tanzania •s role in Biafra and 

Uganda issues was very much in consistency with her 

foreign policy principles and objectivea. The realities 

of Tanzania's position inside Africa sug~est that there 

has been hardly any disparity between her domestic and 
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foreign policies. Despite her differences with 0 .A .u. 

on many occasions, it has not isolated itself from the 

o.A.U. system and has continued to remain an active member 

in her pursuit to liberate south Africa from the clutches 

of the racist regime. 



Chapter lll 

Tanzania's Bilateral and Multilateral 
Relations 
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Tanzania • s foreigl policy has f rO:'"~l the beginnin~ 

been professedly non-aligned. The architect of the policy 

President Julius K. Nyerere has always sought to base 

Tanzania's attitudes towards and relations with external 

world on the paradi9m of autonomous decision making. 

Although many interpretations of Tanzanian foreign policy 

elements have either sought to highlight a definative 

inclination towards either bloc (Western and Socialist) 

or a phasal shift from one major power to another. In 

either. case the emphasis are misplaced. A pertinent 

analysis would rather hi£hlight the fact that in essence 

ever since independence and upto present time1 , Dar es 

Salaam has of necessity persued a policy which by Nyerere •s 

own conviction is the appropriate policy for a ~nparatively 

weak, underdeveloped third world nations like Tanzania. 

ln a word, Tanzania has never really compromised its 

~enuine pursuit of an independent minded forei~n policy 

based on the tenets of non-ali<;:nment. 

The Paradigm of Autonomy 
Tanzanian Perspective 

••• 

Ever since independence, in fact, even before that 

Julius Nyerere had insisted in unequivocal t~s that it 

1 T.C. Niblock's analysis has been in such a spir~t. 
In his article, -Tanzanian Foreign Policy, An 
AnalysisM, The African Review, vol. 1, no. 2, 
1972, p. 91. 
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is in the interest of Tanzania, with the burden of its 

colonial l~gacies as also of its internal socio, economic 

and political chan~es of the future, to opt for a policy 

that is geared towards the resolution of these tasks and 

yet is uncompromising as re<;ards Tanzania •s external 

autonomy. lt is a tribute to the vision of Julius K. 

Nyerere (the parallels of which are striking in the oase 

of Nehru and lndia•s forei~n policy) that he saw in non

alignment, the ideal policy orientation that takes into 

account all the above issues. 

strictly in order to project the necessity of 

_independence in dec is ion-'Tlaking .Julius ~yerere had already 

made important statements and taken significant steps. 

For example, in an article in the Qbserver of 12th March 

1961, he made it clear that TanQanyika ·would not feel 

able to apply for Co1m1onwealth, if South Africa remained 

a member. ln such a commitment at this stage Nyerere 

was one and only Commonwealth leader. N yerere condemned 

atomic tests by F ranee in the Sahara. 2 He refused to 

accept Britain's treaty obligations ~made on behalf of 

Tanganyika) before independence and also Nyerere visited 

Yugoslavia and expressed Tanganyika's desire to forge 

new friendships. 

2 N §W York Herald Tribune, 21 April 1961. 
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Followir1g independence the Tanganyika government •s 

attitude on crucial quest ions of foreign policy were 

decisively stated, Whether it was on issues relating to 

Southern Africa or to its rel.at ionship with former colo

nizing coWltry Great Britain, there was one clear conmon 

denominator ••• an assertion of independence in foreign 

policy decisions. Tanzania was typically non-aligned in 

its refusal to be drawn into any Cold War based policy 

formulations. As a consequence of this its relations with 

either bloc, the capitalist and the socialist was not 

one that could be characterised as exclusive to one bl~ 

at the expense of the other. With its dedication to 

nat l.onal self-reliance and cetnmitment to national self

determination it was but natural that its foreign policy 

should seek to prontote and preserve polil 1cal and economic 

non-alignment. so if on the one hand nar es Salaam had 

sought and created openin~s towards the East, it has 

nonetheless not been averse to promoting polit 1cally and 

economically advantac;eous ties with the countries of 

the West. ln fact it was quite evident immediately 

after independence that 'Ianzania was finding it important 

and relevant to its internal situation to have close 

and cordial ties with ex-colonizer Great Brit-ain. This 

period has been called the period of innocence on the 

part of Tanzanian foreign _policy. Tanzania had in these 
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initial years found an advantageous congruence of 

foreign and danest ic policies that rested on continuing 

dependence upon Britain. Britain was taken aloo~ with 

United States of America as a nation that had reasonable 

sympathies for Tanzanian aspirations. Hence both develop

ment strategy and forelc;n policy in these years came to 

depend to a large de£ree on assurnpt ion that Britain would 

understand and encoura~e policies based on self determi

nation, econo~ically, politically and socially. ln the 

event as we shall see subsequently such a faith was 

discovered to be not very well founded. 

A narration of the development of Tan~ania's 

relations with the two bloc's shows the spirit of 

adjustments in Tanzanic•s foreign policy orientBtions 

over the years. lt also makes it clear that decisive 

yet effective chan~es could be possible only on the basis 

of a singular continuous factor that is belief in the 

autonomy of forei<;n policy. lt will be seen that Tanzania 

has demonstrated a forei91 policy flexibility that can 

not be regarded po~sible of a country that prescribe 

to bloc alignment. From the above analysis we arrive 

at some fundamental postulates regardin~ Tanzanian 

foreign policy which together serve to give us a wholesane 

framework for analysing developments in Tanzania's 

relations with the external world -



1. Tanzania has 1 ike many other third world 

countries opted for non-alignment as the only 

suitable and pragnatic foreign policy orientation. 

2 • lt sees a necessar}~ complimentarity between 

non-aliqnment and the policy issues the Tanzania's 

domestic situation warrant .. 

3. lts closeness to or distance-from any bloc is 

only an expression of the fact that its national 

interests_ are thereby adequately served. 

Historigal Peqmect l.Ve 

lt has been ofttn said that year 1964 and 1965 

mark a turnin9 point in Tc.nzania •s foreign policy. 

While some interpretat ionb see this change as one from 

traditional dependence to c;enuinely independent forei~-n 

pol icy3 , there are other interpretations which see the 

break as one from pro-West policjes to pro-Sast ,t..;Olicies. 

ln both the cases there is greater emphasis on one 

aspect at the expense of the other. 

A proper historical analysis of developments 

concerning Tanzanian foreign policy over these so called 

contrasting- periods reveals that whether it was before 

3 This view, broadly, is taken by Catherine Hoskyns 
in her article, •Africa's Forei<;n Relations••, 
lnternatjonal Affairs, July 1968. 



1964-65 or after, the insistence on Tanzania's sovereignty 

and non-alignment was a constant factor. For example, 

in both the periods it has never diluted the intensity 

of its campaign for self-determ in at ion in Southern 

Africa or the need for regional development or the 

imperative of a New lnternational Economic Order etc. 

Following independence in Decerrtber 1961 Tanganyika 

nurtured close relat~ons'bip with C:rreat Br1tain - relation-

ship that tantamounted to dependence upon the latter. 

British presence in Tanzania was even till the closing 

years of the 60 •s quite formidable. Report by the Tanzanian 

hinistry of .Sconornic Affairs and Developnent Planning in 

1969 reveals that in the year 1961 of a total of 4452 

middle and senior posts in the Tanganyika Civil Service 

3282 were held by expatriates, almost all of which were 

Brit ish. 

Other aspects of dependence on Great Britain were 

the foreign capital assistance received by Tanzani-a 

during the early 60 •s. C:rreat Britain contrjbuted nearly 

70% of the external development revenues received by 

the Tanzanian treasurery between 1961 and 1965 { 10 

million pounds out of the total of 15 million poundsi. 4 

4 Comprehensive aid figures are very hard to come by. 
These figures are the totals of developmental 
revenues received as these are recorded in the 
official budget survey, 1965-66 and the background 



During this period again Britain and Tanzania had close 

cultural and trade ties. The same period also saw cordia

lity of relations between Washin~ton and Dar es Salaam. 

The Tanzania's perception of international politics during 
' 

this period was described by Nyerere in Au~st 1964. 

tiThe world is divided into various conflictin<; groups, 

and each one of these groups is anxious for allies in 

Africa and even more anxious that opponents shall not 

find friends. ln this field also we have, therefore, to 

think carefully and objectively about the i.rnplicat ions 

of every move we make • • • • The desire to help the United 

Republic in our econ~~ic strug~le - even the desire for 

friendship with us - these thin~s come second to what 

the other nation believes to be in its own i~terests. 

lt is no u~e complain in£' about that; ba&ica.lly we our-

selves adopt the same attitude. We have to recognize 

that some overseas nations will help us if they can, 

and if they do not believe that they will harm t.henselves 

whil~ doing so; other nations will help us solely in the 

hope of sane kind of return to themselves - whether this 

1 . .. 5 
be diplanat ic, .Po lit ica or econo.-nl.c • 

Footnot~ 4 cont • d ••• 

to the budget, 196b-67. They do not include military 
aid, asbistance in kind, or aid given directly to 
,t>ublic corporc:::tioos. They also do not include aid 
that was promised but which never materialised. 

5 Julius K. Nyerere, Freedom and UnitY, Dar es ~alaam, 
1966, PP• 314-15. 



The above statement .. makes it clear that at that 

time Nyerere re£arded Britain and the United states not 

as nations who would help Tanzania only if they could see 

a direct return of themselves, but rather as sympathetic 

countries who could be expected to help Tanzania as long 

as they did not thereby harm themselves. This assumption 

was an important ingredient of Tanzania • s foreign policy 

and of its development stratec;y. These policies were 

thus at that time in total harmony one with the other•. 6 

This period of innocence however was bomd to 

give way to the two important trends$ 

1. Tanzanian optimis:n about British and American 

attitudes towards Tanzania was replaced by a more 

pragmatic J?erspectl.Ve of 1nter:1ational politics on 

the part of its leaders. Following a series of 

crises i:1 Tanzania's relations with Great Britain 

and other \/estern bloc countries the leaders 

"reassessed the· forei{P policy ••• (andl saw 

the world of international in a harsher and more 

sober light •. 7 

6 Cranford Pratt, ~·oreign Pol icy ~ssues and the 
Emergence of Socialism 1n Tanzania$ 1961-811 , 

International Journal, vol. 30, nos. 3-4, 1975, 
PP• 447. 

7 lbid. 1 P e 448. 
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2. On an internal level a profound corrrnitment arose 

towards seeking a socialjst transformation of 

Tanzanian society. The famous Arusha Declaration 

of February 1967 was not only the sign post of 

internal political and economic changes in Tanzania 

but was also significant of the new importance 

attached to relations with the socialist bloc by 

President Juliu& Nyerere and other Tanzanian 

leaders. 

Cranford Pratt lists four important issues which 

caused "loss of innocence" in forei~n affairs and "move 

to the left" in Tanzania. These are -

1. Failure of ;iest ern po>1ers to concern themselves 

with the libeiation of southern Africa. 

2. American and Belgian intervention in the 

Congo. 

3. Direct in~rusion of Cold war politics following 

the union of Tanganyika and zanzibar. 

4. The break of diplomatic relations With Britain 

over the British policy towards Rhodesia.B 

The above crises have often been lebelled as 

radicalizing exper1.ences for Tanzanian decision-makers. 

8 For details see Cranford Pratt, ibid. 
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However, it would be an over statement to say that there 

were any really raaical depalt ures in foreign policy 

considerations from the early 60's to the late 60's. 

A distinguished scl1olar has emphasised the over all 

continuity and coherence of Tanzania's foreign relations 

by showing that issues like shaking off dependence on 

Great Britain, assertion of support for liberation 

movements in Southern Africa were highlights of the 

different periods one of the early 60's and the other 

of the late 6Q•s, however in both the cases the policy 

was response to circumstances, in a "continued attempt 

to evolve a locally derived over all strategy for develop-

rnent and see forei~n relations from the perspective of 

what helps or hindere. the furtherance of this policy". 9 

Similarly cranford Pratt sees a direct link 

between Tan:.z.ania •s fcrei~n relations and its development 

strategy. He underlines "the leader of a country which 

accepts a dependent rel~t ic,nship with a maJor capitalist 

state or a socialist state are unlikely to en~age in 

independent thinking about its social, economic and 

political objectives. lnstead the policies of dependent 

states are likely to be immitative of those of the major 

powers which is its international protector ••• the 

9 Catherine Hoskyns, 
Case of Tanzania .. , 
1968, p. 103. 

•hfrica•s Forei~n Policy~ The 
}.nt~rnat ionsl Affssirr?, July 



tendency to~~rds non-~litnment and the tendency towards 

socialism were mutually reinforcing".lO 

The aspect of non-alignment became even more 

strong towards late 60 •s and continues till the present. 

lf anything, issues of political principles, in particular 

the assertion of meanin~ful national and continental 

independence in a more equitable £lobal community started 

taking a central place in Tanzania's forei~ relations. 

lndeed its most important iJnplications became evident in 

Tanzania's regional di~lornacy, details of which are given 

elsewhere in this work. ln view of ~reater super power 

involvanent in African affails Tan~ania saw a greater 

need for non-alj ~mn,ent thar. ever before. Rod9er Yeater 

points ou~ that Tan~ani~·s 9reatest foreign policy 

accomplishment in tr.e post 1967 pedod lies, perha}'s in 

the preservation of its political and ecooorr•ic non

alignment • 11 Political!~{ if not economicall}'- Tc;nzania. 

had been able and especially after 1967 was manifestly 

capable to further Nytrere •s personal commitment to 

national self -determinat lOn. The principles which led 

Nyerere to suJ?port ~outhern hfr ican li.beration move-ments 

10 n • 6, ?P. 46 9-7 0. 

11 Rodger Yea~er, Tanzanja,; hl:Lbfricep E:xper).ment, 
·..iestvie,., Press, Colorado, 1982, p. los. 



were also the same tbot 'I'an:i.ania proclaimed in recoc;ni~in<; 

the provisional revolutionary ~overnrnent of south 

Vietnam, in acknowled<jing the legitimacy of the Prince 

S ihanouk •s Cambodian exile t;overnn•ent and in condernninc;

the 1968 ~oviet invasion of Czechoslovakia, in the bargain 

it offended both super powers. 

From the above, it i~ obvious that Tanzanian 

foreign policy never divested itself of a constant moral 

premise. Conseq:uently it asserted its autonomy in its 

economic and political relations with the various countries 

of the world, be they of the ~ocialist bloc or the cafitalist 

bloc or the non-ali£ned. :A-t was with the same spirit of 

independence ~n decislon makin~ as re~crds it~ own affdirs 

that Tanzania had in tl•e early 70 • s forged clol::ie relation

ship with the L"eoples ke_t-:ul.1lic of China. The laying 

down of the 1'A.'\iZ.A.H raihvay was one of the princi.Fle 

outcomes of this closeness. ln the early 70's also one 

third of all foreign aid came from Peoples Republic of 

China. ~imilarly Tanzania also enttred into a equally 

cordial relations with Cuba in mid-70's leadin~ to 

educational, scientific and technical co-operation 

between the two com1tries. Tanzania •s relations with 

Soviet Union and its &astern ~uropean allies cannot be 

said to be as cordial in the late 60 • s and early 7 0 • s. 
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ln particular the Soviet association with Uganda and 

its arms supplies to the dictatorial reg:ime of ldi Amin 

was not appreciated by Dar es Salaam. on the other side 

the Soviets and the East Germans offered very lit.tle 

developmental assistance probably because of Tanzania's 

opening to China. Nevertheless, it haE. to be considered 

that Tanzania, even in the lJer iod of low key relations 

with ~oviet Union, received 6u per cent of its military 

aid from the latter \ffiOre than what. Soviets sold to Uganda~ 

and was appreciative of soviet and Cuban rnillt.ary support 

for Southern African ljberation. The period starting 

from late 70's upt.o the pref>ent has seen ·certain changes 

in policy trends in Tanz~nia, one of the most remarkable 

developments ·was of Tanzania's shift towe.rd~ srnaller 

Kuropean nations like ~weden, N orwijy, a::1d the ~ether lands 

and important developing nat l.ons of the Third World, in 

place of a policy that. O£lerc.ted on the principle of 

maintaining relat l.ons of mutual interaction with either 

Socialist bloc and capital 1st bloc nat ions, this is not 

to say that Tanzania did not continue its national 

interest based policy Which sought to extend and maintain 

multilateral and bilateral relations with countries of 

either blocs, thi.s is only to point out that Tanzania 

has realized in the last decade the value of promotin£ 

economic a!'ld political ties with non bloc actors. This 
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is typical of the continuin~ spirit of N yerere • s policy 

which refuses to see "events in the world throu~h the 

lens of Rast-dest conflict exclusively w1.thout regard to 

the actual causes or the aspirot 1.ons of the peoples 

involved" • 12 

Even in the 80 •s Tanzania has only limited ties 

with either the ~oviet Union or the United States, 

unlike many other nations of Africa which have chosen 

to side with one super power or the other on the issues 

of the day. Tanzania has never failed to criticise either 

the United ~tates or the ~oviet Union for act ions which 

Tanzania considers interventionary ann arbitrary. Thus 

\'thile on the one hand ~yerere criticibed the ~oviet Uniort 

for sup.portin~ :idi i.rr.in or intervenin~ in J.f~hanistan, 

he had also cond.·~nne6 ·•'a shin ~ton for int imidat in~ and 

threatening lndian ..:...ce<:.tn countries in its efforts to 

obtain Inilitary bases followln£ events in lran and 

Afghan ista.."l. 13 

In a speech in 1980 ~yerere reiterated views 

that are an explanation of the above mentioned foreign 

12 David F. Cordon, .. Foreign Relat ionss Dilemmas of 
Inde,tla'ldence and Development", in Joel D. Barkan•i; 
book, ed., Politics and Public Policy in KenYa and 
Tanzania, ~ ew York, 19841 p. 331. 

13 Ibid. 



pol icy actions of Tanzania. He said, ~~on-alignment is 

the only basis on which a small and weak state like ours 

can maintain its political independenceu.l4 Therefore 

even if in recent years Tanza."lia-Soviet relations having 

improved and even if Tanzania continues to receive lot of 

developmental assistance from the Western powers, yet it 

has managed to keep both the blocs at an arms length. 

lndeed i~ a more positive assertion of its foreisn policy 

independence it has steadily become intimate in recent 

years with s•naller and less powerful states such as 

Canada, the ~~ether lands and the scandinavian countries 

and also with the r:~ul tilater al developme."ltal a<;enci es. 

~iith its em~)hasis on a self-reliant development stratec;y 

it is unlikely that in the future Tanzanian relations 

will abandon this posture of non-ali~nment. 

The Economic J)irnensig!} 

The search for self-reliance has always been one 

of the mainstay of Tanzania•s·foreign policy, especially 

after a policy declarat lOn made at Arusha in 1967 the 

concept of self-reliance became the sin~ular rationale 

for every forei~n policy decision. The ideal was further 

aff irm~d in 1971, that is the year of TANU party guidelines 

14 Colin :legum, ed ., Africa ContS®oorary Record l9eQ, 
London, 1981, p. B327. 
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(h~~GOL.O; both Arusha and .t-1V.CNGCZO att~pted to define 

a strategy t~.> deal with internal and extez:nal problems. 

Both sought to proruote tr.e policy of self-reliance and 

socialism. 1'1 October 1967 £-resident ~yerere clarifying 

the meaning of self-reliance said, "it means that we 

must make maximum use of resources which we have, we want 

citizens to be given priority in every field as soon as 

they are capable of doing the job efficiently •••• 

Tanzanians must control our country, second the policy 

does not say that Tanzania refuses outside aid or that 

there is somethin9 in receiving it What the Arusha 

Declaration says is that the only ~roup of people will 

rely upon is ourself; we will not organise ouz country 

and our life in such a way that there will be no develop

ment unless we get foreign money". 15 Similarly the 

policy of socialism aid not mean any closer alic;nment 

with the East t.han with the west. N yerere in fact 

stresses that there are enough socialists in the fiest 

and that Tarlzania ··~bould be ready and happy to welcome 

socialists from other countries who are ready to help us 

achieve our objectives •••• Thus we welcome the Chinese 

decision to help the TA'i~ railway. Thus we shall 

------------------
15 Julius I<. ~yerere, Freed0tt1 and Socialisn, Dar es 

Salaam, 1968, pp. 386-89. 



welcome an American decision to hel? build our road 

from Dar es Salaam to Tunduma" • 16 

...., '.t ' ,, 

Fro•n the posit ion that the Tanza"l ians have taken 

it appears that they believe not only in national self

reliance but also in collective self-reliance amongst 

Third World nations. Thus Tanzania on the one hand has 

promoted national self-reliance by promoting interdependence 

with both Eastern and Western bloc countries and on the 

other hand, it has been a very active and effective 

participant J.n the various international bargaining fora 

for a New Internat ~onal Economic Order. 

In order to fw~ther its policies of self-reliance 

and non-dependence either East or West Tanzania has made 

considerable efforts especially s l.nCe the beg inn in~- of 

70 • s to diversify on its ext.ernal economic relations 

that is in the aspects of foreign trade, forei~ aid, 

foreign investma1t. etc. The Western countries take 

markedly dominant positjon in foreign trade of Tanzania, 

it is especially dominated by seven t.radit jonal tiestern 

markets that is U.K., u.s.A., West Germany, ltaly, 

Netherlands, France, Belgium. Nevertheless the diversi-

fication policy haE reduced the share of the seven Western 

16 lbid., p. 3b8. 
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countries in Tanzania •s imports. Thus in 1965 they had 

captured a 62'F~ share of Tanz.ania imports, while 1n 1977 

it had come down to 4S%. On the export side also these 

ltestem countriE:os had been the dominating markets fol 

Tanzania's goods, f1om 1%5-1977 the Tan~ania export to 

these countries increased from 55% to 60~. 17 ln fact 

over all trade pictures fur 'I"'anzania in 1977 show a 

remarkable domi."lance of ~lestem capitalist. comtries 

(including ~·apan~. They accounted for 695-; of Tanzania •s 

imports and 78% of Tanzanic. •s exports. ln 1982 the situc.tion 

had not changed much ana ~iestern :mdustr· ic:tl ised co unt.r if"-S 

accounted for 56~' of export. and 68% of the impo~ts of 

Tanzania, while the socialist countries accounted for 

7% and 3% respectively. 18 So we can conclude that 

despite the ~--,ost l~rusha efforts to increase trade with 

the socialist countri~s t'her·e has been not much im_b>act 

on western dc)lninance inTanzania's t.rade. The period 

between ~970-75 is only an exception as a result of heavy 

importti frorn Chin<;~ in relat lon to TA~<A. wnat rr.ay be 

the reasons for tl:.e slow rate in the growtr. of trade with 

-------
17 s .s. aushi, WI' anzania For ei<;n Relations and the 

Policies of Non-Ali~nment, Socialism and Self-Reljance", 
in K •. Hathews and 5 .s. Mushi, ed., Foreign PplJ..s:y 
of Tanzania 19?1-81s A Read~r, Dar es Salaam, 1984, 
p. si. 

18 lnternat ional t-lonetary Fund, Direct ion of Trade 
Annual, Washington, D.c., lnternat J.onal Monetary 
Fund, 196!-70, 1977 and 1983. 
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the socialist cou"ltrieE.7 ~ .s. Hushi, gives the three 

possible reasons -

Tanzania •s dcxnest ic and foreign policy ~ socialiEm, 

self-reliance and non-alic;nmenq has guarded a~ainst 

'disengaging' from one bloc and •en£aging• in another. 

lf a country is non-ali0led in a situation already tilted 

towards one Oiesternj direct ion, any move to correct the 

imbalance is naturally interpreted by the vested l Western; 

interests as a move to alisn with the other side. Secc."ld, 

however, the :~·est, which has wider matk.et~; and sele:ction 

of manu£ act ured <;_:ooc.s, he. E morE' a<;(;ressi ve and more 

sophisticatedtradir.~ or~<.;!"li;.:.atlons \in particular, the 

multinational cor_2orct. jcr.E. • Third, partly for tbe above 

and other h1sto1lcal rc<:tt;CY."!S, tr:e bur·eaucrats have 

preferred to tran~act v:itL ··~estern mark.et inc; a~.ent s who 

have scrambled for the Tc.nzanian rriCtrk.et \dth greater 

sophistication since the hrusha -'Jeclarc;tion than they 

did prior to its i;rcmul~at ~on. 19 

une outstandin~ foetor that should not be over

looked is that Tanzanics hoE- also tried, and to an extent 

successfully, to promote trade with small but developed 

nordic countries. Tr.us we see that Denmark, Sorway and 

19 n • 17, p. 52. 



s \ieden in comb in 2t lon share about 7" of Tanzania • s im_t..:;ort s 

and 3~' of its ex,ports, which compares quite favourably 

with the socialist bloc itbelf. However·, it has to be 

remanbered that ovt.>r and above the trade in goods and 

services, the socicli~t bl~c has to be seen as an important 

source of arms and training in Tan:.:.ania. Thus between 

1967-76 arms imports from China have been estimated to 

be worth :;ths 60{.1 million and from soviet Union .ihs 2400 

mill ion. This contrasts with much lower arms purchases, 

from the major \-/estern trading partner5. Canada Shs 40 

million and U • .:i .h., U.K. and ~iest Gerrnany Shs 8 million 

each. 20 Thi::o if; perha_ps understandable from the pers

pective that Tan::.c.ania hess bea-1 tt,e front post in the 

fi~ht a£ail'1st re;naininc; packet.s of w·estern colonialis:n 

in t.he po&t nrusha .;.,:eriod. 

1n th~ final analysis it needs to be said that 

while Tanzania hos trle.:i ln .r:.rinci_t:le to diversify as 

regards its partners in trade, practical difficulties 

like market fcasibillty, product availe:bility and 

pl icing have made it diff lcult for Tan::.c.ania to avoid 

Western dominance of its trade. Nevertheless, its 

external trade policy has. been to the extent of decision

making quite autonomous. ~econdly, it needs to be 

20 Ibid., P• 54. 



observed that. overall Tanzanian trade has not been able 

to shake off its dependent relationship. Balance of trade 

deficit has been chronic and there has been cootinued 

dependence on the e>~port of primary products, especially 

agr ~cultural products. The question as to whether 

Tanzania can diversify its relations, besides its partners 

in the East and the !lest, and also whether it can have 

a less dependent e~ation in its external trade relations 

in the future, quite depend upon factors like t.he future 

mode of exploitation of COlmtrles vast natural resources 

and the ernergin~ attitude of the no:'l-capitalist blc·c 

countries as well as nordic countries wit.h which T e:n;.;;a:1ia 

has in r~cent years intensified its trade relations. 

Tanzania is one of the leading foreit;n assistance 

reci~ient i'1 the world and amonc; the .Z';.frl.can countries 

it receives the lci.L sest. amou.'1t of f.>ei.- capita as::. istance, 

in kee,t)in<; with ils _pol~cy of self-reliance and non

alignment it has successfully mana<;ed to diversify her 

sources of fo.teisn c.s;:.istance. ln the init1al !Jerl.od 

after inde_pe'1dence there was tot cl dependence foJ: f orej_gn 

assistance on ex-colonizer Great Britain. ln the early 

1970s the Tanzanians received large scale assistance 

from China, however, both these periods of dependence 

'that is on Britain and China respectivelyj were, due to 



certain incidental reasons. The dependence on the Creat 

Britain L~ the early post independence years was basically 

a continuun of colonial links, the large scale aid from 

China in early 70 • s was specifically geared to the TA-'iSZAM 

rail project and thereafter dwindled to almost zero. 

ln general therefore Tanzania has had a very diverse 

source of foreign loans and assistance, some of the 

important lenders at present are Sweden, Canada, Norway, 

uenmark, Finland, Natherlands, West Germany. On the 

other hand Soviet bloc countries have played a minor 

role in proviJ.i.n<;, as£istcnce to Tanzania* Only 

Yu~oslavia had some ma..Jor share in O.onor shi.l? in 1970s. 

The V .~. -,.,.hich vras never the major donor stopped any 

assistance to l'anzcnia in 1982, because of defaults in 

repayment of luans by Tanzania. lt is im2ortant to 

observe here that neither the soviet Union nor the \.) -~ e 

figure as major donors to Tanzania. For example, in 

period 1970-81 only countries like West <-ermany, sweden, 

Netherlands, U.K., Canada, Denmark have been major donors. 

~lest Germany, ~weden, ~ether lands contributed 15%, 12% 

and 12~ respectively, while in the same period, u.s. 

contributed only 4~ and soviet Union just 1%.21 On the 

21 susan Gitelson, •Pol icy Opt ions for small states: 
Kenya and Tanzc.nia Reconsidered .. , ~tudies in 
Compardtive :international Development, vol. 12, 
no. 2, 1977, p. 48. 



whole therefore one has to a£ree with David F. Gordon 

that "while Tanzania •s growinc; dependence on loans further 

calls into question President Nyerere •s self-reliance 

approach, its successful diversification of aid has both 

vastly reduced the role of C:.reat Britain and limited the 

influence of any of the major global powers, thus under

lining Tanzania's continued commitment to strict non

alignment. Moreover tt•e rapid decli!le in Chinese presence 

in Tanzania since the completion of Tk\lZAM railroad 

indicates that those observers who, in the early 1970s, 

saw Tanzania becoming dependent upon and alic;;ned with 

China were wide of the mark''. 22 

Tanzania had tried in the early years of indepen

dence especially upto 1967, to attract forei.;n private 

capital for investment, however, due to lack of adequate 

infrastructure, the ~ood banking system and an extensive 

domestic market, it "'·as difficult for Tanzania to success

fully attract any sati~factory amount of forei9n investment, 

after 1967 Tan~ania on its own discarded foreign private 

investment while ~enya welcomed all foreign investments. 

The Tanzania went to the extent of decrying the role of 

tou1· ism as antithetical to socialism. lts only recently 

22 n. 12, p. 306. 
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{in 1980s~ that Tanzania has tried to attract some 

foreign private investment. On the whole, however, Tanzania 

has been insular to any large scale foreign private 

investment in the same way as it has been reluctant to 

have any single dominant source of aid or a single dominant 

trade partner~ How to explain this behaviour of Tanzania 

whereby it has been willing to pay economic costs to 

preserve its polit~cal idealsi Perha~s it lies in 

Nyere:re •s and other Tanzanian leaders convict ion that 

in long run autonomous conscious choices can be justified 

in terms of Tanzania•s over all development and progress 

political, social and economic. lt is perhaps this 

convict ion that has been at the back of Tanzania •s long 

drawn stru~gle with the l.l'~ .F. Tanzania has consistently 

refused to accept l.l<i.F. dictates on its policy making 

in exchange of aid. 23 Nyerere has condemned l.l-i.F. 

tactics as an attempt of exploitation, he has also 

criticised lMF as been no more than a stooge of western 

powers especially USA. Despite serious econornic crises 

in late 197os Tanzania refused to adhere to the lMF 

condition of devalu.at ion of Tanzanian currency" While 

~~ saw the devaluation as a key to successful adjustment, 

Tanzania has always seen such a step as catastrophic for 

23 Vijay Gupta, .. World Bank Plot Against Africa .. , 
The :aaily, Bon'bay, September 29, 1981. 



the country in gene.t·al and it-b f'Ovrest sect ion in parti

cular. 

ln addition to its emphasis on independence and 

progress through economic development, Tanzania has also 

been the champion of disarmament and world peace. ln 

the context of peace and disarmament Tanzania has bem 

one of the si£-natories of the six Nat ion Peace ln it iat ive 

whose first Sumnit was held in ~ ew Delhi in 1985. The 

other five members are lndia, Argentina, Greece, sweden 

and Mexico. Tbe obJective of thif; initiative is to brine; 

nuclear disarmament in the \oror ld. 

un car~sul examination of the issues discussed in 

this cha_pter "'e may conclude that Tanzanian foreign policy 

is characterised by a lor~ely princi_t.:led yet consistent 

stand of noo-alic;nr.•ent and self-relic-nee. Tanzanie seens 

to be will~:-tg to sacr1 ilce Ehort term economic and political 

advanta c;es in order to ll ve up to it-s basic, social, 

political and economic ideals, like democracy, socialism, 

autonomy in decision-Inaking, fl.c;ht against colonialism 

and neo-colonialism, · campa ignin~ for Nl:6:u and south-

South coop~ation. lt has also continually tried to 

play a decisive re<]ional role and has in the process not 

t1: ied to seek direct help from any of the blocs. Thou~h 

Tanzania today remains relatively poor, powerless and a 
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largely dependent state, its dependence is not exclusively 

to any country or any bloc. lndeed it has tried to 

transcend the disadvc.ntages of dependence by trying to 

diversify its political and ecooom1c relations. one 

of the principal indicators of thi& is perhaps its 

growing ties with the small but developed industrialised 

states like Norway, .::~weden, Nether lands and also in recent 

decades its championing of the cause of South-South co

operat l.On by promotin~ Tanzania • s relation& with African 

countries as well Qs otter· third world countries. lt is 

not importont to an~n·ter t.be quest l.on as to the succe~s 

of Tanzania's foreic;;n policy. What is important is to 

see that the criticism, that Tanzania has not acbj eved 

in very concrete terrris its ideal; of genuine non-ali<;nment 

is misplaced because the very fact that Tanzanian trade 

and aid received is dominated by a certain number of 

countries does not in itself imply that this dependence 

in material terms is also equivale~t to dependence in 

terms of policy. ln a woJd therefore one may conclude 

that while Tanzania has been facing and continues to 

face daunt.ing economic and political challenges, its 

foreign poli~· stand as conceived by its architect 

President ~ ulius Nyerere in terms of non-convnitment to 

either bloc and real c: utonomy in dec is ion-making cannot 

be said to hcsve been really compromised. 



Chapter IV 

Tanzania's Pol icy of Non- Al ig nm ent 
And I t s Pol icy Tow a rd s an d R ol e 

in United Nations 
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The horrors of the two World Wars and its disastrous 

consequEnces had compelled the entire mankind to become 

prudent and sensible to devise some institutional frame

work whereby they could sort out various problems and 

conflicting issues in a rational way. The proclivity 

of having such institutional set up was, thus, not out 

of any arbitrary inclinations rather it was the questlor\ 

of saving the mankind from getting annihilated in the 

process of blind struggle for power. Although. it has 

remained a fact that there is no essential mity in the 

world yet efforts have been directed in bringing about 

certain reconciliation among various groups each having 

a different style and content of its oper·ation. Such an 

approach explains the format ion of League of Nat ions at 

the end of the First World War and that of United Nations 

{UN) after the Second World War. UN is a world forum 

with the objective to maintain international peace and 

security. However, the irony is that despite it.s 

format ion it has failed to alleviate the grievances and 

the drudgery of the poor nations of the world at the 

initial stage as it was mainly in the hands of the rich 

and the developed countries. As a result these poor 

nat ions thought it wise to launch a global movement and 

adopt those policies by which they could make themselves 

heard and mobilise public opinion in support:- of their 



struggle against the injustices that is being done to them 

by the rich and the developed countries. This had led 

them to launch the non-alic:;ned movement. 

However, it would be wroru~ to say that the UN has 

become a defmct body. lt still holds its importance as 

an internat :ional body devised to preserve peace and 

stability in the world. With the increasing membership 

of these decolonised and newly independent poor nat ions 

in the UN~ it has really become active in solvinQ various 

international issues and problems. So, while discussing 

Tanzania •s foreign policy ,it is quite mavoidable to 

mention its policy of non-alignment as well as policy 

towards the UN and its role 1n it. 

Non-alignment as a movement emerged from the 

struggle against those forces that were opposed to the 

national interest of the newly independent com tries 

and engaged 1n threatening world peace through arms 

build-up. •It was the product of new political and 

economic relations and changing material conditions of 

the developing and developed world which have necessitated 

1 the adoption of non-aligned policy •. The essence of 

non-alignment lies in its struggle against colonialism, 

1 Vijay Gupta, ed., India and Non-Alicpment, New Delhi, 
1983, p. 116. 



racial discrimination and the imperialist thrust through 

neo-colonialism. 'lt is an acceptance of the principles 

of peaceful coexistence, a national assertion of independence 

based on efforts for self-reliance, and international 

approach to achieve jUDt and equal economic relation for 

stable peace. lt was a response to the aspirations of 

the vast masses of people who emerged from the foreign 

domination and were ea~er to attain the status of respect 

and equality with other nations of the world• .2 

The development of non-aligned movement can be 

seen through its struggle against racialism, colonialism 

and neo-colonialism. Thus the principles of non-alignment 

have provided areas of agreement amongst the newly 

independent countries as a result of which these principles 

have turned this movement into •unity Forum• for anti

colonialism, new economic order and against continued 

exploitation of the developing countries by the developed 

capitalist world. 3 Therefore, the foreign policies of 

the newly independent and deoolonised countries are 

generally manifested through the policy of non-alignment 

since non-alignment is viewed by them as the objective 

2 Vijay Gupta, •lndian and African Non-Alignment 
Roles A Theoretical Framework•, lnd}an Philosophical 
Quarterly, vol. ~ll, no. l, Pune, 1980, p. l. 

3 n. l, p. 5. 



necessity for restructuring their backward econany, 

freeing their countries from imperialist hold and for 

faster sociO-economic development. 

For African countries, non-alig:uuent was seen as 

an :important instrunent to protect their independence. 

ln order to protect their freedom these African coWltr ies 

considered mity with other newly independent countries as 

essential for a unified attack on colonialism, racialism 

and neo-colonialism. Thus. it was quite imperative for 

them to join non-aligned movement as it was genuinely 

opposed to racialism and colonialism. 4 

Historically speaking Tanzania •s policy of non-

ali91m8'1t can be troced back to its nationalist strug~le. 

The principal actors of Tanzania •s national strug9le were 

the petty bourgeoisie and the peasants. They carried out 

the national struggle of Tanzania. So, when Tanzania 

attained independence, it waE the petty bourgeoisie which 

acquired the leadership of Tanzania. At the time of 

independence Tanganyika •s economy was largely dominated 

by the corrmercial bour~eois ie, which was non-indiqenous 

and comprador in character. 5 Here we find a sort of 

4 n. 2, pp. 4. 

5 lssa G. Shivaji, plaSs Struagle in Tsmzanit, 
Dar es Salaam, 1975, p. 64. 



contradiction in the Tanzanian political and economic 

system, i.e., when the leadership was fight mg colonialism, 

the commercial bourgeoisies was trying to maintain its 

link with the colonial powers. Hence, •the pol it :leal 

leaders who were mainly Africans, in order to maintain 

their position, began to m1dermine the economic base of 

the settlers by Africanization, nationalization, and 

formation of oo-operativesn.6 Thus, notwithstanding 

any possible adverse repurcussion on its economy, the 

Tanzanian leadership directed these act ions in order to 

gain control over tbe economy. 

During the Tanzanian nationalist struggle one 

major focus of attent~on of the leadership was the 

creation of general awareness of the people against 

colonial exploitation and racl.ill discrimination. This, 

they could do so through slogans of anti-colonialism 

and anti-racialism. This fact persisted even after the 

independence of Tanzania because of the fear of 1mper1alist 

re-entry into the country and moreover, many of the African 

countries ·were not free from the colonial bondage. Apart 

from its political and social aspect the ideology of 

anti-colonialism and anti-racialism was supposed to 

6 Vijay Gupta, "Ujamaa Development Programme and 
Participatory Leadership•, in Alfred De Souza, ed., 
The Politics pf Change and Leadership and pevelopment, 
New Delhi, 197 8, p. 185. 



have an economic dimension - economic independence and 

self-reliance. For Tan:c.anics it meant Africanizat ion of 

the jobs held by the settlers and nationalization of all 

trading and manufact.urin~ units, stress on national 

culture, and greater utilization of eca1omic resources 

for the benefit of Tanzanians.7 •The net result was the 

emergence of a powerful bureaucratic bourgeoisie wedded 

with the concept of egalitarian distribution of income 

and resources •. 8 

Thus, at the time of independence the immediate 

objective of Tanzania was to develop economically and 

survive politically. lts political survival coUld be 

viewed 1n the context of anti-colonialism and anti-racialism. 

In order to survive polit-ically Tanzania had to fi~bt 

against colonialism and racialism. During the colonial 

rule of Tanzania, Europeans were being treated as superior 

to Africans. Such an experience compelled the Tanzanian 

leadership not to give way to any such colonial or neo

colonial force for further exploitation and discrimination 

of their fellow countrymen. The basic implication of 

such an attitude was the desire to be recognised as equal. 

7 Vi jay Gupta, liN ature and Content of Tanzanian Non
Aligunent•, in K.P. Mishra, ed., Non-Alignmm§' 
Frontiers and pvnamic:s, New Delhi, 1982, P• 38 • 

8 Ibid. 
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So, these factors were responsible for Tanzania •s opting 

for. and joining non-alic;ned movement. Non-alignment was 

viewed by Nyerere as •a world movement now against bein9 

pushed around and against pushing others arot~td • • • • This 

movement will succeed. Eventually, imperialian and 

racialism will become a chapter in the history of man •. 9 

This statement of Nyerere was quite explicit enough as 

to the clarity of Tanzania's policy stand on colonialism 

and racialism. No doubt it was very much anti-colonial, 

anti-racial and agains~ imperialism. 

Tanzania has also been quite vocal as to the 

preservation of it.s national independence. This hard won 

gain of the nationalist struggle, Tanzania was not 

prepared to sacrifice it at any cost. ln this context, 

Tanzania's leadership found the policy of non-alignment 

as an essential pre-condition to pursue an independent 

foreign poliey in the international sphere. Thus, on 

attaining independence Tanzania never thought of joining 

either of the power blocs of the divided world. Consi

dering this fact of the divided world, Nyerere 

wrote -

9 Julius K. Nyerere, Man and pevelopment, Dar es 
Salaam, 1974, p. 106. 



-The world was divided into two fairly 
clear and opposing power blocs and the 
membership of the non-aligned movement 
at that time meant that the member states 
were asserting their independence of either 
bloc ••• taking an important political 
action •. \ lO) 

So, Nyerere regarded non-aligned countries as those 

which were not •going to be the willing participants in 

the Cold War struggle" •11 Nyerere thus made it e~plicit 

that Tanzania would not cane under the influence of any 

power bloc and it would chose its own path by judging 

each issue on its merits. The policy of non-alignment 

was, therefore, considered by Nyerere to be the best pol icy. 

Nyerere has explained non-alignment as the 

assertion of •the right of the small or militarily weaker 

nat ions to determine their own policies in their own 

interests or to have influence on world affairs •••• 

And we are asserting the right of all peoples to freedom 

and self-determination and therefore expressing outright 

opposition and international domination of one people by 

another• • 1 2 So Tanzania has viewed non-alignment as 

an important instrument of enhancing its position as 

well as its bargaining power in the world of affairs. 

lO Ibid. I p. 6 5. 

ll Ibid. 

12 Ibid., P• 67. 



It was in the line of the policies of non-alignment that 

Tanzania denanded complete independence, With •freedom 

to determine its own policies, both internal and externa1•. 13 

Tanzania•s unconditional faith in the policies of 

non-alignment through the assert ion of its nat 1onal 

independence can also be examined from the economic point 

of view. At the time of independence economically 

Tanzania rEfllained within the Western orbit. In other words, 

it was a client state on the periphery of the Western 

14 economic system. Thus in the process of nation-

building Tanzania had to face certain economi~ constraints 

on its indepEndence. Conversely, it had to take anti.-

Western positions on various occasions while building 

up a self-reliant economy. ..It interpreted self-reliance 

as economic i>.'ldependence and not total self-reliance or 

rupture of relations hip with the Western capitalist 

systen. Since Tanzania was not dependent upon, or 

integrated with, the East, this meant delinking from 

15 the West without necessarily linking up With the East .• 

Although Tanzania found the socialist East to be more 

13 Julius K. Nyerere, Freedoffi ang Social iS!!, Dar es 
Salaam, 1968, p. 189. 

14 Vijay Gupta, "Non-Alignment to Collective Self
Reliance•, in R .R. Ramchandani, ed., India and Africa, 
New Delhi, 1980, p. 36. 

15 n. 7, PP• 383-84. 



in agreement with her policy of anti-colonialism, anti

racialism and anti-imperialism yet Tanzania never intended 

to join the socialist camp of the East because of the 

realization that a complete switch over to them could 

mean upsetting to Tanzanian econ9R'y even though temporarily. 

As a matter of fact •many economic measures taken ~ed1ately 

after independence objectively resulted in a further 

integration of the economy in the world capitalist system 

• • • • Foreign investment was to be encouraged for it did 

not appear to conflict with commitment to African socialism". 

Tanzania's African socialism was a kind of mixed economy 

or state oapitalism. 16 Thus, at the time of independence, 

the most suitable policy choice for Tanzania was those 

of the policy of non-alignment. 

The development aspirations of Tanzania, therefore, 

had no other option but to move away from the Western 

camp by following the path of non-alignment. Justifying 

this shift to the path of non-aliQnment, Nyerere wrote -

'Tor all of us inherited certain patterns 
of trade, and have been to a greater or 
lesser extent indoctrinated by the value 
systsn of our colonial master. Further, 
the Great Powers continue to regard us as 
be~~g within the sphere of influence of 
one or the other of them ••• which usually 
demonstrates its displeasure if we refuse 

16 n. 5, pp. 65 and 122. 



to conform to the expected pattern of 
behaviour. But ultimately, if we so 
determine, and if we are prepared to 
overcome our recent past and the diffi
culties which others may place in our 
way, one can move toward the growth of 
one system or the other within our 
society". ( 17) 

100 

Tanzania's greatest foreign policy accomplishment in 

the post-1967 period perhaps lies in the preservation of 

its political and econanic non-alignment • 18 ln 1970 •s 

and 1980 •s Tanzania had diversified its source of foreign 

aid. The source of foreign aid no more remained confined 

to the major Western countries. Tanzania started seekin~ 

aid fran China, World Bank and other small European 

nations likeSweden, Nor'fiay andNet.herlands. Tanzania's 

ultimate policy objective was to achieve national 

economic independence. lts more immediate goal was 

to interact as wide as possible and thereby minimize 

the influence of those nations upon whose help it must 
19 

indef inite1y depend. The fact of detente between 

the two Super Powers in the 1970 •s along with the 

political maturity of the non-o.ligned countries led 

the non-aligned movement from its initial pre-occupation 

with political non-interference {by the Super Powet s) 

17 n. 9, p. 112. 

18 Roger Yeager, Tangpnias An African Jxper.¥nent, 
Westview Press, Colorado, USA, 1982, p. lOS. 

19 Ibid. 
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to a positive pre-occupation with economic development. 

Accordingly, Tanzania had reoriented its foreign policy 

where it viewed aid as a right rather than a charity. 

This attitude of Tanzania towards aid was p&rtly 

responsible for Tanzania •s £reat effort in procuring 

forei~n aid from various sources in the 1970's and 1980's. 

Tanzania's development policy was focussed on national 

and collective self-reliance. The Arusha Declaration of 

1967 and Mwongozo of 1971 provided the very dynamics as 

to the purpose of effecting a restructur1n~· of the basic 

relationships and structures of underdevelopnent. As a 

corollary, the rejection of a world order based on a 

division between the poor and the rich, and the advocacy 

of egalitarian morality and justice explicitly characterized 

Tanzania •s foreign policy; a policy for a NlEO. As 

President Nyerere has said -

•• ••• there are two aspects to the fight 
against pov~rty in the Third World. The 
first is the responsibility of the under
developed coWlt·ries to work: and organize 
their own developnent and to build up 
self-reliant economies. The second ifl 
the world responsibility to restructure 
the international econanic order so that 
it facilitates rather than hinders the 
efforts made by the poor ... ( 20) 

20 Julius K. Nyerere, The Plea of the Poori Address 
at Howard University, Dar es Salaam, Government 
Printer, 1977. 
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The continued interference by the West thus forced 

Tanzania to disengage itself from the Western capitalist 

systan by following the path of non-alignment and 

emphasising the need for self-reliance based on equality, 

self-detexmination and mutual interest. Nai-ali911Uent, 

therefore, to Tanzania means opposition to colonialism, 

racialism, nee-colonialism and assert1on of national 

independence through economic self-determination. 

Tanzania's Policy Tow~ 
Un~t,gg Nations 

Tan~ania's relationship with UN can be traced back 

to its pre-independence period. Before independence 

Tanganyika was a trust territory of the UN. Under the 

Tanganyika Trusteeship Agreement, the Administering 

Authority was to promote the development of free and 

suitable political institution in the territory. Thus, 

Britain21 was required to develop the participatl.On of 

the people of Tanganyika in advisory and legislative 

bodies and in the govemrnent of the territory. The 

UN Charter also specifically proclaimed "self government 

or independence" as the aim of the trust territories .22 

Both procedurally and functionally the UN Trusteeship 

21 Under the Tanganyika Trusteeship AgreEIRent Britain 
was the Aaninistering Authority. 

22 See Article 76(B) of the UN Charter. 
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Council was more directly concerned with the problems of 

the trust territories. 23 The Council dispatched visiting 

mission to Tanganyika every three years to study the 

developments and the political awareness of the people. 

The Second UN Visitin9 Mission to Tanganyika in 1954 

reconunended independence for Tanganyika in twmty to 

twentyfive years. This recomnendation of the visiting 

miss ion was rejected by Britain, the Administering Authority. 

As a consequence, the newly formed party Tanganyika Africa 

National Union, TANU. decided to send its President, 

Julius K. Nyerere, to the UN to give further evidence 

with regard to its demand for independence. This cont i-

nued persistence gave publicity to the views of TANU 

through var1ous media of the UN. This added to the 

self-confidence and stren~h of l'ANU in particular and 

that of Tanganyika's struggle for independence in general 

which it could have been able to achieve in December 1961. 

Acknowledgin<;! the special role of the UN Trusteeship 

System Nyerere, in his first speech to the UN General 

Assembly said -

"lie feel a special gratitude and loyalty 
to the UN because we are conscious of the 
debt we owe to the Trusteeship Council and 
of course to the General Assembly •••• I 
would not be honest if l did not aanit 
openly and graciously that the fact that 

23 For details see B .G. Chidzera, Tanganyika pnd the 
International Trusteeship, Oxford University Press, 
London, 1961. 



we have been a Trust Territory mder the 
British Administration had greatly helped 
us to achieve our independence in the way 
in which we achieved it". \ 24) 

1 () 'J 

So, considering the positive role plaYed by the UN 

for Tanganyika •s independence, Tanzania has consistently 

been regarding UN as an important instrunen t of her 

foreign policy. Being a Third World, non-aligned country, 

Tanzania feels that it can hope to make her voice heard 

on international issues mainly through the UN. lt has 

also no hesitation in admitting that it can grow in 

peace only by irnplementing the principles of the UN. 

Tanzania •s policy towards UN has its broader manifestation 

in Julius Nyerere •s address to the UN General Assembly 

on 12 December 1961 where he said -

"The first princ:iple of a government's 
policy is, therefore, a recognit~on of 
the fundamental importance of the United 
Nations •••• This international organi
sation has great purpose and still greater 
potentiality • • • • Within this Assembly every 
nation is equal, and we believe that in this 
lies the unique character of the United 
Nations and its greatest asset • • • • The 
importance of the United Nations can and 
will grow, dependent only upon the determi
nation of all of us to make it work •••• 
Tanganyika will look at everyone of its 
policy decisions in the light of its re
cocpition of the fundamental importance 
of the United Nat ions ... l25) 

24 Julius K. Nyerere, Freedom and UnitY, Oxford 
University Press, London, 1966, pp. 144-45. 

25 Ibid. 
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Tanzania •s act.ive support to the UN springs mainly 

from President Nyerere•s commitment to hun~an equality, 

democracy and anti-colonialism which are basic to his 

political philosophy. He stressed the need for world 

peace, safeguarding of human rights and the need for 

African unity. He also recogtised the crucial role played 

by the UN in the above-mentioned areas. Nyerere has 

accorded utmost ~ratitUde to UN for its effort in alle

viating the plight of the developing colD'ltries. ln the 

words of Nyerere -

•we believe that the importance of the W 
can and will grow depending only upon the 
determination of all of us to make it work. 
We can only say for our own part, we will 
do what little we can to enhance the status 
of this organisation and assist in the 
execution of its policies. We believe that 
because action through it avoids any fear 
of dornination by another state, it can do 
much to contribute to the peace that we 
all desi re•. ' 26) 

For Nyerere, support to the lN was an essential 

concomitant of Tanzania•s·policy of non-ali<;nment. 

Thus, the policy of non-alignment is not exclusive of 

its objectives from that of United Nat ions. The policy 

of non-alignment glorifies national independence, justice 

and world peace. Thus, as a matter of fact its aspi~ations 

26 Ibid • , p • 150 • 
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and assunptions have cane closer to the principles on 

which the United Nat ions is based. 

Tanzania's Role 1n the 
united Nations 

Tanzania's role 1n the United Nations is worth 

ment 1oning. In the political sphere, Tanzania played an 

important .role in the United Nations. Though remained 

unsuccessful, Tanzania sought to mediate the S ino-lndian 

border conflict, the disputes between lndonesia and Holland 

on the question of the future of New..£uinea and the 

Kenya-Somali dispute. With regard to f'eople's Republic 

of China, Tanzania was an ardent advocate of its adrnibsion 

to the United Nations, a position that it maintained 

until the objective was finally achieved in October 

1971. 

One of the obj!ct1ves of Tanzanian diplomacy at 

the United Nat ions has been strenc;thening of African 

representation in its principal organs, particularly 

in the Security Council, Economic and Social Council 

{ECX>SOC) and the Secretariat. Thi~ was conceived in 

the context of a mean in ~ful and effective part icipat .ion 

of African countries in shaping the world order. The 

essential outcome of such an effort was the amencinent 

of Articles 23 and 61 of the t.N Charter in 1963 whereby 
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the membership of the Security Council and that of 

EOOSOC was raised from 10 to 15 and from 17 to 27 

respectively. 27 

Keeping in view the increasing threat from the 

nuclear arms build up. Tanzania has been extending its 

support to all the disarmament efforts by the United 

Nations. Such a gesture can be observed from its conti-

nued support to the Conference of Eighteen Nation Disarma-

ment Conmittee in Geneva in its effort to conclude a 

treaty on general and complete disarmament under effective 

international control; to urge the UN to declare Africa 

as a denuclearized zone, which was, in fact, what the 

General Assembly did in Resolution 1652 lXVl); and to 

recognize the special responsibility of the Super Powers 

in the field of disarmament • 

Another significant role played by Tanzania has 

been in the context of evolving international law through 

w. Thus, since 1973 Tanzania has been actively partici

pating in the United Nations Law of the Sea Conferences 

end has championed the cause of the African and Third 

World countries.28 

27 See UN General Assembly Resolution 1991 lXVlll) of 
17 September 1963. A later amendment to Article 
61 in 1971 raised the membership of EOOSOC from 
27 to 54. 

28 · K. Mathews and s.s. Mushi, ..E.gJ;u9.!l.-foJ.icy of 
Tanzania 1961-81 : A Reader, Dares Salaam, 1984 
p. 210. 
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In line with its anti-racialism and anti-colonialism 

Tanzania has always taken positions in internatjonal 

politics which have provided stren~th to anti-Western 

character of its non-aligtment .29 Tanzania •s relentless 

attack on the apartheid situation in Southern Afr 1ca 

led to its identification since 1963 with redical African 

views, in the United Nat.lons. lts delegation has 

focussed attention on the undesirable role of the 

British and the Americans and other Westem powers in 

supporting anti-humanist regimes. 30 There has been a 

two-rponged strategy adopted by Tanzania at the UN in 

order to achieve its goal of liberation and decoloni-

sat ion for Africa. These canpr ise first, the intense 

diplomatic pressure to isolate the colonialist and racist 

regimes and second, to mobilise wozld public opinion 

against these regimes.31 

Tanzania •s role in the lN can also be viewed from 

the fact of its hold:inc; some key positions in the UN 

system. Tanzania was the non-permanent member of the 

Security Council in 1975 and 1976, member of ECOSOC 

29 n • 7 , p • 387 • 

30 n. 13, pp • S0-54 • 

31 n.2a, p. 211. 
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from 1964 to 1969 and again from 1978 to 1980. Boldin~ 

of these positions by Tanzania in the UN System reflects 

the recognition of Tanzania as an important international 

actor. 

Thus, it can be concluded from the above explanations 

that Tanzania •s policy towarcls UN has remained consistent 

over the years. lt has viewed the UN as an inst.rument of 

her foreign policy. lt was, in fact, through UN that 

Tanzania could. project itself as an impo1tant internat lon.al 

actor as the spokesman of Africa and Third World countries. 

From the overall analysis of the policies and 

issues discussed in thiE> chapter it can be derived that 

Tanzania's foreign policy is an extension of the policies 

of non-ali~"Uent. ln other words, Tan~ania has opted for 

the principles of non-alignntent as its forei91 policy 

options. The choice of non-alignment for Tanzania was 

quite natural because of the force of the ci_rcumstances. 

Starting from the colonial experience to the present day 

exploitative world order, Tanzania had no better option 

than to follow this policy. ln non-aligned movement 

Tanzania found a forum of unity for the newly -liberated 

countries who did not wish to remain with their former 

colonial powers and were interested in preserving their 

independence and assenting their right to self-reliance. 
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The non-aligned provided the possibility of collective 

bargaining for a new international economic order. Its 

due faith in the UN reflects another policy facet of 

non-alignment. Non-alignment has no more remained a 

narrow concept. lt has encompassed almost all aspects 

of human life - socio-economic, political~ military and 

cultural. · Its unending struggle against the in just ices 

meted out to the poor nations by the rich ones indicates 

the very essence of its existence. Tanzania being a 

poor and developing nation, thus, had to take itself to 

the course of non-alignment rather than taking itself to 

the worse by joinin<; the course of power rivalry between 

the two contendin£ power blocs led by USA and the USSR. 



Chapter V 

conclusion 
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ln the foregoin~ chapters we have discussed the 

foreign policy of Tanzania takinQ into consideration 

several factors as it is to the conunon sense that the 

foreign policy does not emerge out of a given factor. 

We began with the assumption that foreign policies are 

usually evolved in the process of safeguarding national 

independence and developing independent and self-reliant 

economy. They are given proper shape during the course 

of their application to the objective reality. This 

shaping is effected in an atmosphere where various 

interacting forces - both internal and external - are 

said to be influencing the political system of the country. 

Here a comprehensive study of the foreign policy of 

Tanzania re~ires an analysis of various factors which 

have a direct or indl rect bearing on the political system 

of Tanzania thus causin~ it to be oriented towards a 

kind of foreign policy stand. Keeping this fact in our 

mind we have sought to examine the foreign policy of 

Tanzania from different angles. This, essentially, 

e:xplains the very purpose of dividing the dissertation 

into different chapters. As we have already discussed 

Tanzania's foreign policy from various angles, hence 

the emphasis will be on giving aloog with a thematic 

briefing a concluding derivation as to what have been 

discussed in different chapters. 



An analysis of Tanzania•s foreign policy posits 

a decisive policy orientation which is quite characteristic 

of many of the decolonised Third World countries. The 

quest for principles which characterizes Tanzania •s foreign 

policy has snphasized through an examination of her commit

ments to racial equality, non-alignment and the fact of 

its decrying colonialism, neo-colonialism, racial discrimi

nation and economic exploitation. These are seen as the 

requisites for independence and freedom. ln the application 

of the principles of racial equality and non-alignment, 

Tanzania had to cope with either blocs of the divided 

world. Tanzania •s foreign policy objectives, therefore, 

means her intentions to have friendly relations with 

each side of the divided world. Another facet of her 

quest for principles has been the drive for normalization 

of her relation with independent states of Africa and 

elsewhere in the world. Tanzania has rejected her 

in vol veinent in t.he Cold War and has althrouc;h stressed 

that the major world ploblsns are peace and se6llinc;ly 

the wider gap between the rich and the poor. Thus, 

Tanzania has been bold enough to pursue those pol1c1es 

in its foreign relations which not only provide the 

necessary justification to its stand on various inter

national issues and problems, but also suggest essential 

remedies to them by exposing the inherent flaws and 

follies in then. 



Some of the important principles involved in 

Tanzania's foreign policy have been the principle of 

anti-colonialism, African Unity and the principle of 

unhesitant support to it. so, a related aspect of 

Tanzania •s foreign policy is its, policy of anti-colonialism 

and anti-imperialism which Tanzania considers to be in 

support of African Unity. Even before independence, 

Tanzania realized during her nationalist struggle that 

the co-operation with other African countries was essential 

as a strategy to defeat colonialism and imperialism in 

Africa. Thus, in the }Nbt-independence period Tanzania •s 

foreign policy has been oriented in such a spirit that 

its quest for African Unity ~an as a principle as well 

as a strategy i~ her struggle against colonialism and 

imperialism both internally and externally. Tanzania's 

policy on liberation, therefore, is the centrepiece in 

her foreign policy principles and priorities. It is also 

closely related to her domestic policy of socialism and 

self-reliance based on the belief in human equality and 

independent judgement. Tanzania •s attempt to transitiat 

to socialism took place when the Tanganyika African 

National Union (TANU) reaffirmed its commitment to 

socialism in 1967 in the Arusha Declaration. Tanzania •s 

stratec;y for the trantsition to socialism was a product 

of interaction of two impO.ttant ideas -the vision of a 
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socialist society free from colonial and neo-colonial 

exploitations and the perception of economic, political 

and administrative constraints in the domestic sphere. 

This transition, therefore, was viewed in terms of 

greater equality and the enhancernen t of democratic 

participation. It is the convnitment to build an agali-

tar1an society .devoid of exploitation, oppression and 

discrimination. This socialist ideol~y has been the 

~uiding principle as far as societal transfoDUation i~ 

concerned. Born out of this fJOlicy of socialism are the 

principles of anti-colonia.lism and anti-imperialism. 

The implications of Tan:c.anie •s fi£ht a~ainst 

colonialism and neo-colonialism is quite manifest in 

various speeches and writin~s of Julius K. Nyer·ere. 

For Nyerere, fight a~ainst colonialism and neo-colonialism 

is nothing but national struggles which can unify the vast 

majority of the people. Thus, unity simplifies and 

strengthens the national cause in both the cases. 

Achievin<; inttrnal libt::rat ion means enablinc; all the 

citizens of a state to live in conditions of human 

dic;nity, personal freedom ond justice. It necessarily 

involves the acceptance of human equality as the basis 

of social attitudes and structures. This view of 

Nyerere explains Nyerere•s interpretation of the values 

of mankind and thus, justifl.es Tanzania • s crusade against 
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racialism. 

Freedom fran exploitation is, thus 1 an essent ~al 

part of Tanzania adoptinQ socialist principles. But 

mere polit.ical equalit.y and freedom is meaninQless 

without econanic equality. Here comes the concept of 

•self reliance• which i~ another major aspect of Arusha 

Declaration. For Tanzania, fighting neo-colonialism 

requires greater realism. lt involves hard economic 

choices which have serious political ~plications. ln 

the view of Tanzania, self-reliance means ~etting greater 

control over one•s own econanic attains by giving due 

emphasis on the use of one•s own product~ve and human 

resources and adopting appropriate technol~ies. lt is, 

in fact 1 a deliberate or ieontation to development in order 

to build up a self-generating internal economy instead 

of the one directed outwards. Thus, the obvious impli

cation of the fight against neo-colonialism is the 

development of a planned and self-reliant economy free 

from all sorts of external dictates. 

An essential concomitant of Tanzania's approach 

to self-reliant economy is its policy of non-alignment. 

The choice of non-ali~nment for Tanzania means offering 

genuine frie"ldship to all comtries. Tanzania •s foreign 

policy objective, therefore, means that Tanzania wants 
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to adapt her own needs cane of the institutions from 

each side of the divided world. Clearly she could do 

this by having friendly relations with each side of the 

divided blocs. Accordin~ to Nyerere, it is quite 

impossible to carry out Tanzania's economic policies 

unless it has economic relations with both East and the 

West. Tanzania thus is not dependent on any bloc 

exclusively. lt has, in fact. tried to overcome the 

disadvantages of economic dependence by diver~ifying 

its political and economic relations, as it is evidenced 

from its growing economic ties with small but economically 

developed and industrialized states like ~o~ay, Sweden 

and Netherlands and that of d"lampionin~ the cause of 

south-South co-operation by promoting Tanzania •s relat lons 

with African countries and othet: Third fiorld countries. 

C:iven the fact, the economic £rounds has led Tanzania 

to pursue a policy of non-alignment. For non-aljgnment 

provides the necess~ry ~uidelines to the freedom of the 

nation. Nyerere said that. it would be very illogical 

to ally Tanzania with one bloc for its wealth and 

protection thus surrendering the freedom to detez:rnine 

its o'Wn policies. Tanzania •s policy of non-alignment, 

therefore, corresponds to its economic position in the 

direction of self-reliance. Tanzania has cleared its 

posit ion in choosin~ aid-givers on the basit> of assessing 
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the developing role of the aid offered. It has denied 

those aid offers which had political strin~s attached 

to it. It has not at all been hesitant in exposinQ 

those countries who attach political conditions While 

offering aid and has openly opposed lMF and World Bank 

conditions. lt has not hesitated in accusing the us 

and other Western poweu; of supporting the racialist 

regime of South Africa. Such a posit ion of Tanzania 

should not be interpreted as anti-Western rather it is 

the undoubted belief in the principle of national 

in de pen den ce • 

Tanzania has been persistent in pursuing a defi

nitive foreign policy. Throughout 1 it has given full 

support to the collect.ive approach to liberate itself 

economically and to fight the menace of imperialist 

penetration. One of the main thrusts of Tanzania •s 

foreign relations has been the need to change for a 

new ecor1omic order, a kind of progress based on equality 1 

independence and self-determination. So, Tanzania has 

pursued those policies which were quite consistent with 

her ideology and principles, even if it cost her in 

terms of economic aid or friendship inside or outside 

the African continent. Tanzania has althrough been 

conscious of the very fact of imperialistic move of the 

West as well as the ideolQ£iccl imposition of the Bast. 



Tanzania never tried to adopt exclusively the socio

economic system of either bloc. rather it tried to 

develop on those lines which were quite suitable to 

the regional concil.t ions of the country itself. Tanzania, 

therefore, sousht to pursue a line of African socialism 

rejecting both Western capitalism and the ideology of 

the ext~e left. Thus, it has been ev.ident that a 

genuine attempt has been made by Tanzania in pursuing 

an independent-minded foreign policy based on the tenets 

of non-alignment. 
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